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Oscar Wilde play
comes to life this week

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Part three in a four-part series on how to save money

SAVEALOAD
ON LAUNDRY

Information compiled by Becky Tonor

With the current economic recession and the
holidays quickly approaching, some students
may need to tighten their pocketbooks. The
BG News decided to take a look at how students can save nickels and dimes on everyday
necessities. We gathered laundry prices from
the Bowling Green area. Below are the costs
of single load washers and dryers.

LMARIES
WASH:$125
DRY: $025 FOR 10 MINUTES
111 RAILROAD ST. BOWLING GREEN

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
WASH: Jiso

By Jessica Jam*l
Reporter

Tonight will be the opening show for the theater department's
annual fall performance, "The Importance of Being Earnest."
The play tells the story of lack Worthington and his secret
alter egos. Written by Oscar Wilde, the witty satire takes place
in 1895 London and is also a critique of upper-class Victorian
society.
Jonathan Chambers is a theater professor and the director
of "The Importance of Being Earnest." He shared that the cast
and crew have been working on the show since the beginning
of October, but further preparations have been in the making
since early summer.
"For two solid months, we all have been working hard to
make this performance flawless," Chambers said. "There are
so many people who are involved in the production of the
show, you really can't put a number on how much time goes
into the process. I began researching this play in June, so for
about six months, it's been pretty intense."
Sophomore Sarah Knoke is the play's stage manager. She
said she hopes students come for an entertaining performance "well worth their money."
"The show is a different kind of funny, but very entertaining," Knoke said. "The characters in the show are almost
like actors themselves, so it's like a play within a play, if that
makes sense."
"The Importance of Being Earnest" is a romantic comedy
not suitable for all ages. Senior Cassie Guion, the assistant
stage manager, said the performance is geared toward older
adults.
"The humor in the show is a little dryer than many would

DRY: $25 FOR 10MINUTES

See EARNEST | Page 2

709 S. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT
WASH: $125
DRY: $25 FOR 75 MINUTES
993 S. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN

SUDS AND SAVE
WASH: $175
DRY: $25 FOR 10 MINUTES
1045 N. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN
ENOCH WU I THf BGNfWS

CONFUSED: From left: Cecily Cardew portrayed by Kaitlyn Majoy argues with
Gwendolyn Fairfax portrayed by Ali Schmidt as butler Merriman portrayed by
Stephen Harrick attempts to ignore them. The women are locked in an argument
over a man named Ernest but soon both will find that the man they are arguing
about is actually two different men. of whom are using Ernest as a false name to
woo over the women.

K&D LAUNDROMAT
WASH: $150
DRY: $25 FOR 10 MINUTES
118 S. MAIN ST. BRA0NER. OHIO
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY UAJNAIUZAS I THE BG NEWS

Harvard professor speaks on corruption
•yJoahWhithaifcol.

in the Midwest, in the heartland
and in Ohio. The way he has both
a conservative and progressive
In a packed Union Theatre, the approach is attractive to the audi"first problem" of a corrupt govern- ence"
Lesags ability to relate to stument was revealed last night.
Harvard
Law
professor dents and his lack of political affiliLawrence Lessig entertained and ation was particularly important
informed the 200-plus crowd to some audience members.
"I was happy he was able to come
with an unorthodox presentation
combining neaity 700 slides and to (the University] and open stuhis own experiences in all three dents' eyes to corruption in copybranches of government during right and government," said sophomore Phil Torres.
the past couple of decades.
"The most important thing for
"He has a way of combining
scholarship with teaching and me was his discussion of governmaking a real tangible effect," ment and the way he was keeping
said journalism professor Victoria the left wing, right wing thing out
Ekstrand, organizer of the event and just keeping it about govern"His message needs to be heard ment"
KepotUr

CAMPUS

Lessig began his presentation by
talking about copyright laws.
See LESSIG | Page 2

MIKHAYS I THE BG NEWS

LESSIG LECTURES: Lessig exposes
corruption at government level through an
entertaining and informational presentation.

FORUM

Campus organizations participate
in Adopt-a-Highway program
Adopt-a-Highway originated
in 1985 after Ohioans traveled
Reporter
to Texas and witnessed a similar program there. She said the
A rewarding volunteer oppor- program officially began in
tunity is located just a few Ohio in 1989, and since then
has expanded to include at
miles down the road.
Through Ohio's Adopt-a- least one volunteer group in
Highway Program, a volun- every county in the state.
teer organization sponsored
Roessner said Ohio now has
by the Ohio Department of 1,400 groups statewide and 122
Transportation, students can groups in district two.
Organizations involved with
clean up Ohio by picking up
litter along state and interstate Adopt-a-Highway agree to the
upkeep of a two mile stretch of
highways.
According to Kim Roessner,
See HIGHWAY | Page 2
coordinator for Northwest
Ohio's second district, ideas for
ByAJiuaWldman

SPORTS
Falcons haul in MAC honors

CAMPUS BRIEF
RSA approves USG
resolution
Resident Student Association demonstrated its support for the soon-to-be
displaced fraternity members during a vote
Tuesday night.
Twenty eight out of 50 RSA members,
or 95 percent voted in favor with an
Undergraduate Student Government resolution stating the unfair treatment and the
lack of communication from the administration in regards to the demolition of fraternity houses Phi Kappa Tau and Sigma Phi
Epsilon It will displace about 60 students
effective at the end of thrs semester.
RSA will hand in the results of the votes
to Residence bfe. Along with USG. RSA is
declaring it will help the displaced students
and aid them through this housing situation

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you name a highway?

Women and AIDS

Evolutions of sexuality in film

The Women's Center's Brown Bag Lunch

Columnist Eric Rhoades examines a delicate

Four football players were named to

DREWCHEHEVEY

forum hosted the topics about women

balance created in recent films between a

All-MAC teams this season including

Sophomore, Sports Management

and AIDS worldwide, focusing on new

history of extreme violence and an emergence

Fteddie Barnes. Tyler Sheehan and

preventative technologies | P»g« 3

of sexuality and sensuality | P»g« 4

ShaneStefry|&ig«6

"Platypus Boulevard" | Pag* 4
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EARNEST
From Page 1
expeel foi .i romantic comedy,"
Guion said.
"There isn't much physi( .ii
comedy, Inn there are plenty
(it hilarious our liners I he
pla) isalittlelengthyandruns
Ibi about two in a half hours
with two intermissions."
I he pl.iv will bo held in
the loe I Brown I heater in
Universin Hall. Performances
will start al >t p.m. Thursdaj
through Saturday. Matinees
ini Saturdaj and Sunday will
scan ai.' p.m. rickets arc SIL'
for students and adults, $6 Foi
children under 12 and $5 for
anyoneover65.1 icketsmaybe
purchased al the loe E. Brown
I heater. Inn I<I purchase In
advance call the theater box
office al 419 372-2719.

HIGHWAY
From Page 1
highway, Roessnersaid. Funding
is provided by ODOT, which
includes iIn' expenses fur safety
training, trash bans, safety vests.
temporan signs to glen traffic
and a permanent sign denoting the adopting groups name
— all small costs compared to
the monej Vdopt-a-Highway's
volunteer work saves.
"Each group that adopts a
highway saves about $800 in litter pickup per year. If you do the
math, just in our district alone,
we're saving the stale $97,000,"
Roessner said. "Normally each
year. (II11) I spends S."> million
on littei removal, so anything
we '.in do to alleviate that cost
is helpful.''
Roessner said 12 University
organizations are currently
involved with Adopi-a-llighway.

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

LESSIG

STATIE BRIEF s

From Page 1

Woman who
screamed for help
dies in Ohio apt. fire

Ohio bell ringer
back after red kettle
stolen

Wandering Ohio
hunter creates stir
for schools

LIMA. Ohio (AP)- Firelighters
in northwest Ohio say a woman
died in an early morning apartment fire after screaming for help
from a thud-floor window

MAUMEE.Ohio(AP)-A
Salvation Army bell linger whose
red kettle was stolen last weekend is
back on the )ob outside a northwest
Ohio store

KENT. Ohio (AP)-Police say
parents were alerted when a hunter
with a shotgun wandered onto
school grounds in northwest Ohio.

Authorities in Lima had feared
that more people may have been
mstde the downtown apartment
building, but a search didn't turn
up any more victims

Brenda Webb says she won't let
the theft frighten her.
Police have charged Shawn
Kneger of Toledo with swiping the
kettle Saturday night Webb told
police that Kneger proclaimed he
hated Christmas

Fire officials say the woman
who died screamed lor help before
crews arrived and. by then, the
fin
loo intense to enter the
building.

Webb, whos unempbyed.
returned to the same store in the
Toledo suburb of Maumee on
Tuesday to raise money for the
charity.

At least three people were rescued from the three-story building
and taken to a hospital after the
(ire was reported around 5 30 a.m.
yesterday.
1

including organizations like
Army ROTC, men's soccer,
Environmental Service Club, as
well as numerous fraternities
and sororities.
Army ROTC's Royal Greens
Club has been involved with
the program for several years,
President Adam Murraysan.
"We're a community-based service club and our goal is m keep
the ROTC of BGSU connected
with the Bowling Green community," Murray said. "We're always
looking for different service projects that are particularly geared
toward giving back to the community and this seemed like a
good event for us to participate
in, so we pursued it."
Murray said the Royal Greens
Club sends a group of about III to
13 volunteers every few months
to pick up litter on their highway.
a two mile stretch on Slate Route
25.
"It's Important to keep our

After a school bus driver in Kent
saw the man Tuesday morning,
police were notified in the community about 50 miles southeast
of Cleveland. Kent Police Lt Jayme
Cole says officers stopped the man
before 8 am on property between
a high school and a middle school
and learned he was walking from to a
hunting spot from his home
The schools informed parents of
the situation through automated
phone calls
Cole says school children were
never in danger He says police took
the mans weapon, escorted him
away from the schools and transported him to his destination No
charges were filed

The Salvation Army estimates
the stolen kettle held $S00 to
$700 That money has not been
recovered

ire officials say the injuries do
; ear to be life threatening

He then exposed the roots of
corruption within copyright law
as the time period of protection
evolved, lasting 28 years in the late
18th century to currently lasting
95 years. As a result, the copyright
extensions wen no longer helping
the actual creators, as they were
deceased by this time, but instead
aided the heirs inheriting the properrywliilecontinuingtolx'nefitlhe
monopoly, according to I essig.
lissig first became an activist
againsl overly-restrictive copyright
laws because of the world's most
famous mouse, Mickey.
Lessig showed how the
"Steamlxiat Willie" Mickey Mouse
cartoon was largely based on
"Steamboat Bill |r.", a 1928 film featuring Buster Keaton. I le pointed
outthatneady all of Disneys works
rangingfrom "Steamboat Willie" to
"Mulan" were based on previously
copyrighted material. I .ater, Disney
actively campaigned for copyright
protection in order to assure that
no one did to Disney what Disney
bad done to other works.
lessig said this practice was
"indecent" and will lead a "whole
generation of film to disappear"
because it will not be ftinneled
back into the culture through reference and mimicry.
To protect copyrighted works,
U'ssig helped to create Creative
Comments — a company offering wider amounts of freedom
to artists and creators. U'ssig is
still a board member of Creative
Comments,

Webb says she hopes the suspect gets the help he needs

endure.
highways clean and we can
help keep things looking nice,"
"It shows |that| we're more than
Murray said. "We plan on stay- what we're portrayed as." he said.
ing involved for as long as we "[Our highway] is conveniently
can."'
close to the school and people
Sigma Nu Philanthropy Chair will see ihat we're involved in
Travis Parker said his fraternity the community when they pass
became involved with Adopt-a- our sign."
ll ighway last semester when it
Roessner said there are plenty
of highway stretches still availadopted a section of 1-75 from
mile markers 177 to 179. He said
able for adoption.
Sigma Nu gathers as many volShe said additional University
unteers as possible to clean up organizations and students
the stretch at least twice a year, interested in getting involved
weather permitting.
can contact her directly and
obtain more information by vis"We always encourage people
to go because it's good to be iting the ODOT Web site.
involved.'' Parker said. "We get
"We really like having peoto help the area near Bowling ple volunteer to help clean
Green and make it a better place
up," Roessner said. "1 think it's
for all of us who go here."
a good free volunteer program
Parker said members of Sigma
for groups, and it's helping keep
Nu also enjoy being involved in pride in our travel ways in Ohio.
the community because it chal- We want people to come in and
lenges the negative portrayals be proud of the way Ohio looks
and stereotypes Greek orga- and this is one way to help us
nizations must unfortunately do that."

In 1979... a record was set by

Don't Be Afraid
of the Dial

\

Since 2003, Creative Comments
has gained 350 million licenses
which Lessig said "complements
a recognition of change in the way
culture is made" and is a perfect
example of young people coming
together through technology recreation.
At this point, ltssig's presentation took a turn towards his greater
goal: exposing corruption at a governmental level and how it affects
the public.
lie started by comparing the
copyright corruption to cornip
lion ingovemment-recommended
nutrition policy and global warming policy, tracing all the way back
to lobbying as ground zero for the
corruption in VVashington.
To battle this. 1 essig helped start
the group Change Congress which
pushes for the Fair Elections Now
Act. The act would prohibit pnlitical candidates from accepting any
campaign donations (except from
public sources of S100 or less) in
order to fight special interest influence, lessig said the group seeks to
fight "good soul corruption" which
would be when a politician practices for contributors rather than
constituents when making decisions.
Lessig said the group has roughly 140 supporters within Congress
and hopes more will join the fight.
"We need good people in there
who want substantial change."
Lessig said. "I think we have a 30
percent chance [to succeedl, but
five years ago I would have said 2
percent. But you don't fight a battle
because you're going to win, you

fight because it's Important."
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STANDS OUT?
It's a Season of Caring!
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This yeai has Kvn a simple lor so many,
i MII we are .1 community ih.n cares.
i-uvi year, you iK-lptAl US fill our window
with gifts for kills, and now we are asking
for your help 10 do it again rlus >vari
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Tlic L>ifis will IK glVen 10:
TlieC-moon Shelter
Day Spring Church
-ihcv will help make a child's Christmas
come true. Please help us, to help those
who need 10 know there is a Santa Ctaus
and .< community thai cares.

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY

165 South Main St
Downtown B.G. 419-352 6395
tlowerbasliet@wcn«r.org

&flotoer Basket

Contact us
at thenews@bgnews.com. call us at 419-372-6966
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors,
photographers, videographers, columnists
and cartoonists.

.•:'/.'.:=//<:•..'•>

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace
Apartments are dedicated to providing YOU
with the best housing offers in the area!
Free Gas (heat, hot water, cooking)
Free High Speed Internet I Free Basic Cable

TIRE SALE
;*

400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402

252? 16"

5

The average child
will see 40,000 ads
by age 18 with the
predominant message
being SPEND, SPEND,
SPEND - not SAVE,
SAVE, SAVE.
Sounr ProtxtCaOi
Brought to you by:

l.KOtj» m STOF nni mvict

«s* Offered: Campus Shuttle Semte i
24hr Maintenance Trash Puk ll|i ' °". ,'iliiu1, , Fuli/Cai
Rental Office: 419/352-9135
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Women discuss prevention
of HIV at Brown Bag Lunch
By Morgan Addington-Hodge
Reporter

Student stumps game show
panel with hidden talent
HERE'S A HINT: (Abovo) Jun.or Ashley
Ruffing demonstrates a clue to freshman
Benji Cates' talent during the Universitysponsored "Figure It Out" game in the Union
last night. Ruffing was standing on a chair as
a hint lo the guessing panel that Cates' talent is "say alphabet backwards while standing
on hands" Cates. a music education major
said his talent was a mixture of two things
he could already do and thought it would be
fun. The panel was stumped on Cates' talent
and he was able to choose a prize
SLIME SHOCK: (Right) Freshman Jenelle
Koles gets slimed after saying the "secret"
word for that round As a panelist. Koles
guessed about Cates' talent and used the
word "chair" in her question after seeing
Ruffings clue She was given a poncho before
having green slime dumped over her head.

Photos by Alaina Buzas
The 8G News

Half of (he people infected with
IIIV (human immunodeficiency virus) each year are women.
In light of World AIDS Day on
Tuesday, the Women's Center's
weekly brown bag lunch yesterday was focused on the connections between women and HIV A
video titled "In Women's Hands''
was screened and a discussion
about the short documentary
followed.
"In Women's I lands" was a documentary about the rising number of women in the world who
are contracting IIIV and a new
product being developed called
microbicides. Microbicides
refers to a new product being
researched and developed that
people, especially women, could
use to prevent contracting HIV.
The documentary and its parent Web site, www.global-campaign.org, explained that the
research being conducted will
result in microbicides helping to prevent the contraction
of HIV by breaking up the cell
membranes, enhancing vaginal
defenses, blocking entry to the
white blood cells, or preventing
IIIV from reproducing.
The implementation of the
microbicides is being tested
in different ways. One way is
through gels, creams and films
that are applied before intercourse. Another is through a
sponge or vaginal ring that would
release the active ingredient over
time.
The microbicides are being primarily targeted towards women.
The women in the documentary
who were interviewed said that
the product was great because
it was helping to restore power
to women.
The tests, however, aren't
reaching everyone.
"It is my understanding that
they are only doing these trials

outside of the United States,"
said A'ame Kone, the graduate
assistant for the Women's Center.
It was brought up that maybe
this was because the women in
the areas where the tests were
happening, such as India and
Africa, have less social rights than
women in the United States.
The documentary said studies have been done that prove
women in these areas have less
power over their sex life after
they are married. With a boyfriend, women can say no, but
with a husband, women have
less of a choice.
"This is a way to get around
being a second-class citizen.
She's not going to |say no| and
she can't make him Iwear a condom|, but now she can do this,"
said Mary Krueger. director of
the Women's Center.
According to the end of the
documentary, the research is
continuing, but is going slowly
due to the lack of funding.
"It was a little anticlimactic
when the moral was that we
don't have microbicides," said
Krueger,
Women at the event then
asked if maybe more research
had been done since the documentary was made in 2005.
"It was 2005, so that would
have been a different political
landscape," said Krueger.
The response about whether
or not the women would use the
product if publicly released, was
mixed.
"It's something I would promote," said Krueger.
"If I were younger and dating,
I would," said Betsy Bunner. the
AIDS education director for the
College of Health and Human
Services.
"I wouldn't," said Kone.
When the other women
expressed surprise at her answer,
Kone said she would want to
make sure it wouldn't negatively
affect her. She said if choosing

"The first time
people are sexually
active is not usually
a planned event."
Betsy Bunner | Education director

between microbicides and a condom, she would use the condom;
it was more natural.
Kone said that it was a good
idea for women to carry condoms because it could help them
to be more vocal about men
wearing them.
"Once you give someone something that makes them feel more
powerful and assertive, they are
more likely to be powerful and
assertive," said Kone.
Another woman at the event
who wished to remain anonymous didn't agree.
"What about the woman carrying the condom? Does it give
the impression that this person
is more promiscuous? Condoms
are for the male, so therefore it is
on him to use it," she said.
The other women said this was
the stigma that needed to be left
behind. Bunner said that women
need to be involved in the equation.
"The first time people are
sexually active is not usually a
planned event," said Bunner.
The women said if women
were carrying condoms with
them, then when a guy suggested
one of the many solutions' to not
having a condom, the woman
could say that she had one,
Kone also said women feeling
more comfortable about carrying condoms might start conversations about condoms between
women.
"Girls talk about birth control,
so they might talk about condoms too if they were given to
girls to earn' around in their
purses." Kone said.

d
GARDASIL.
[Human Papillomavirus Quadrivalent
(Types 6,11,16, and 18) Vaccine, Recombinant]

INTERESTED IN GARDASILl
GARDASIL IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND MANY
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER IT.
TALK TO YOUR CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER
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"The characters in the show are almost like actors themselves, so it's
like a play within a play."
- Sarah Knoke. sophomore, on "The Importance of Being Earnest" [see story, pq. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you name a highway?
"The Matlock

"Seamen Underpass"

I P Drive."

k

"Wonka Way."

Highway."

VISIT US AT
KVIEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
SUN LUTZMANN.
Senior.
POLS

'Mad Men' reflects on society's
past, shows where it's headed
"The 1960s were a very important time in
world - not just American - history. 'Mad
Men' gives an image of life just before the
television is a pastime and passion for many of us. It's something we do to let the day go
by. a place we go It) when dealing with classes and assignment', are too much to hear. I
watch shows like "The Office,"
'( alifornication." "Entourage"
and "House." Yet. television
isn't considered art in the same
way certain movies and musical pieces are.
But I beg to differ with
this mentality. I want us to
sit in front of our televisions
ami seek aesthetic pleasure,
because certain shows can be
Shakespearean works of art.
In particular, I'm talking
about the AMC show "Mad
Men." This show is one in a
group of shows in the last 10
years to have transcended television and achieved Olympian
heights of artistry in the world
of popular culture.
IIBO's "The Wire" and
The Sopranos" also qualify
as shows that have revealed
society in a way that is equal
parts beautiful and horrifying.
The shows reveal the beauty,
strength and complexity of
human existence in modern
society. They grapple with
social issues like class, race,
family, love and violence.
They deal with these issues
in a style that is visceral — at
times disheartening, at times
horrifying — while never taking us so far over the edge that
we feel despair. It's humanity
revealed in a way that is honest
and not cliche. The characters
aren't too glamorous to avoid
being besieged by the average
man's problems, so they are
easy to empathize with.
"Mad Men" is set in the 1960s
and is a fictional account of
the Sterling Cooper advertising agency on Madison
Square Avenue. It centers on
Ion llamm's character, Don
Draper, the creative director
at Sterling Cooper.
Central to this show are
its depictions of the evolving
social mores of 1960s America.
The show helps put a human
spin to events like the Cuban
Missile Crisis and Kennedy
assassination. It did something textbooks can't — give a
glimpse into the psyche of the
masses that were there during
these historic moments.
In no way am I saying these
guys get it 100 percent right,
but they provide an opportu-

countercultural upheavals would be in full
swing. The characters are still culturally
in the 50s, but a lot of their behavior and
mannerisms slowly evolve in front of you
as societal pressures force people to
reevaluate post-War values."
nity for people today to at least
ask what it was like to actually
walk down the street in the
1960s, or in this case, work
in a swanky Madison Avenue
office.
The fact that the story is an
account of the lives of ad men
is important. Commercials are
a gateway into the psyche of
the masses. Commercials are
made to appeal to the values
and mores of society. As such,
these ad men and how they
go about doing their jobs provides a pretty interesting view
of what people held dear and
what they despised in those
times.
The show's manic attention to detail is impressive for
television. The set pieces are
beautiful to look at. Subtle elements like curtains used in
offices or the cutlery used in
the homes adds weight to the
level of attention to detail.
The 1960s were a very
important time in world — not
just American — history. "Mad
Men" gives an image of life
just before the countercultural upheavals would be in full
swing. The characters are still
culturally in the 50s, but a lot
of their behavior and mannerisms slowly evolve in front of
you as societal pressures force
people to reevaluate post-War
values.
The Cold War was In full
swing. The perceived need
to arm initiated an unprecedented level of industrial
productivity. When watching
"Mad Men." it's intriguing to
see how the Cold War loomed
like a dark cloud over everyone's lives. Alternative lifestyles were viewed as pathological evils that needed to be
exterminated.
The show reveals how simple relations with women
were drastically different. In
one episode, we follow as Don
Draper's wife Betty's attempts
to get a divorce prove difficult
until she decides to leave for

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page
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Reno, where divorce laws were
more relaxed for women at the
time. The black characters in
this show are either elevator
lobby men or honest, do-good
maids.
Whether this is good or bad
isn't the issue, but it slightly
plays into how life was then for
people of color. Those were the
opportunities offered to them
by society. The characters of
color are treated as invisible,
but it is almost impossible to
ignore members of society
who were slowly getting their
voices heard during the show's
timeframe.
The show reveals how attitudes toward things like cigarette smoking, drinking and
homophobia differed greatly
from today. The show's participants are portrayed as oblivious to major changes taking
place in the undercurrent of
society that are about to completely change things for them
in the future.
Yet, we also see glimpses
of the future. Betty has constant anxiety at having to
play the role of the housewife
and bravely stands up to and
divorces her husband. People
at this time viewed jazz musicians in the same way rappers
are viewed today — as fringe,
immoral elements corrupting the youth. This was funny
to me, considering how jazz
today is viewed as high art in
many circles. Rock and roll was
creeping in, but it doesn't predominate because at the time,
rock was largely teen culture
that would echo the coming of
countercultural revolution.
At its core, this is entertainment and can at times fall
victim to the artist's need to
exaggerate in order to elicit
excitement from the audience.
Yet, it's this show that, in a
way, makes me think of the
many very radical changes we
are facing today worldwide.
Societies are being thrust further and further into modernism and we as regular boys,
girls, students and citizens
are also participating in the
ever-flowing tide of history.
Respond to Hama at
lhenews@bgiiews.com
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ANDREA GAMERO,
Freshman.
Psychology

BRYCEMATHIS.
Sophomore.
Sports Management

ASHLEY WHITE,
Senior.
Athletic Training

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Sex in film still kept under wraps

I ilin depictions of sex, like so
many taboo areas in society,
has been opening up, but there
are still lines over which moviemakers rarely step.
Sex in film was once a subdued art in Hollywood. Only
hints of sexual activity pervaded movie theater screens across
the country. With the rise of violence in film, sexuality became
more tolerable. This has led
audiences to an off-balanced
view of reality, with explicit violence showcased in films, while
ideas of explicit sex are showcased in still a comparatively
subdued manner.
Director Stanley Kubrick's
"Eyes Wide Shut" is a masterful
look at the perfected subdued
sexuality in film. Its immediately-telling opening sequence
of Nicole Kidman's character
undressing sets the stage for
what follows.
Kubrick envisions the sexual
world of a married couple in
New York City. Their lives out-

side of sexuality are only briefly
mentioned. The focus remains
on sexuality, whether fantasy
or reality. The focus shifts from
eloquent scenes of dialogue
with heavy sexual undertones,
to abrasive nudity (including an overdosing hooker at a
parry and a fantasy-esque orgy
sequence).
The fantastical scene in
which Tom Cruise's character enters the house of sexual
rituals showcases perfectly the
manner in which sex is seen in
America. Many of the explicit
sexual scenes were edited out
in the theatrical release using
computer-generated people
placed in front of the images
that would have given the film
an NC-17 rating.
However, compare this content with a film like "Hostel,"
in which the characters move
from sexual activity to being
tricked into a torture chamber
and the advent of violence takes
hold over the subdued sexuality. Much of the opening portion of "Hostel" focuses on the
sexual fantasy realized by three
tourists in Slovakia. This takes
a back-seat to the second portion of the film, which depicts
extreme acts of torture and vio-

lence, including dismembered
bodies and leaking eye sockets.
The film itself showcases this
blurred vision of sexuality, but
shifting the focus to graphic
violence.
Even in films like "Observe
and Report," in which a grotesque flasher runs amok at a
mall and a woman is date-raped
while puking from a night of
drinking, the depiction of sex
is only insinuated. What sense
does it make, in a film depicting
an overweight male running
around flashing the audience
with full-frontal nudity, for the
actions of sexuality to be only
modestly inferred? It is truly
mind boggling in this context.
What appears to be happening is that audiences are being
shown an off-balance reality
due to the focus on conflict and
violence and a straying away
from physical sensuality. What
consequences might this hold
for society, and does this mean
that violence in film needs to be
toned down? Or does it mean
the ante on sexuality needs to
be upped?
Respond to Eric at
thenews@bgnews.com

Increasing education budget to
bring about Obama's reforms
By Tufts Daily Editorial Board
The College News Network

Obama is on the right track
with education policy.
The American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
passed in I'ebruary, allocated
over $100 billion in federal
funds toward reforming public education. In addition,
since the United States has
continued to perform poorly
on international-comparison
examinations in math and
science, President Obama has
announced the Educate to
Innovate plan, a campaign to
push science and math education. The campaign will focus
on furthering science and
math education outside the
classroom and will seek funds
from private companies and
non-profit groups.
Although Obama is spending
far more on education than his
predecessor, President Bush,
some are still criticizing the
math and science program for
not confronting problems with
classroom teaching methods.
Mark Schneider, a vice president at the American Institute
for Research, a non-profit
research organization based
in Washington, D.C., stated, "I
think a lot of this is good, but
it is missing more than half of
what needs to be done. It has
nothing to do with the day-today teaching."
Indeed, there is much more

work to be done. But let us not
forget that Obama is spending a record amount of federal funds on education under
the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act. In an overview of the act issued by the
White House, it was stated
that $77 billion would go specifically toward "reforms to
strengthen elementary and
secondary education," as well
as toward improving teacher
effectiveness and accountability, supporting and improving
low-performing schools and
compiling data to better student education and teacher
performance. All of these components of the plan are directly
aimed at improving classroom
education methods.
Furthermore, the Educate to
Innovate campaign is bringing
education from the classroom
into everyday life. Private companies and public groups are
creating programs to encourage children to continue
their education outside of the
classroom. According to the
New York Times, "Discovery
Communications has promised to use two hours of the
afternoon schedule on its
Science Channel cable network
for commercial-free programming geared toward middle
school students. In addition,
according to the report, there
will be "a two-year focus on
science on Sesame Street."
This campaign promotes the

idea that education, specifically science and math education, is not and should not be
restricted to school, but should
be a part of children's daily
life.
Obama is coupling the
Educate to Innovate campaign
with a government-funded
program called "Race to the
Top," which also targets math
and science education. Race to
the Top is essentially a competition between states for a slice
of the $4.65 billion allocated
to the program. States are to
submit innovative educationreform ideas to the federal government, and the Department
of Education will divide up
the money between the states
according to the quality of their
plans. States that emphasize
math and science education
will receive extra points.
Obama has undeniably put
a hefty emphasis on education, and he is pooling all of
his resources to create complex, broad-sweeping education reform. Obviously, Obama
cannot fix America's education
system only with reform bills,
but combining government
funds with the support of the
private sector is an effective
start toward reshaping the
United States' education system, leveling the playing field
for America's underprivileged
youth population and bringing
the country to the level of its
foreign competitors.
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Man accused of
deadly Calif, fire
wants fast trial

Unemployment rises
in almost half of
metro areas

SAN BERNARDINO. Calif (AP)

WASHINGTON (AP)-

Fed survey finds
recovery gaining
momentum

Kan. woman, 89, dies
after shooting; toll
up to 4

WASHINGTON (AP)-The eco-

- A 28-year-old man accused of

Unemployment worsened or stayed

setting a deadly 2005 California
wildfire that destroyed 1.000 houses

White House Xmas
theme: 'Reflect,
rejoice, renew'

TOPEKA. Kan (AP)-An 89-

Iranian charged in
technology
smuggling case

WASHINGTON (AP)

WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal

nomic recovery gained traction in the

year old woman has died from inju-

the same in most metro areas in

late fall as shoppers spent a bit more

ries suffered in a weekend shooting

is being celebrated with recycled

charges against an Iranian man

October, the Labor Department said

and factories bumped up produc-

in northeast Kansas that also left her

ornaments, natural materials and. of

accused of plotting to violate the ban

wants a quick trial, and it could start

yesterday, as jobs remained scarce

tion, according to a Federal Reserve

granddaughter and two great-grand-

course, a gingerbread White House.

against shipping sensitive military

next month

nationwide

survey released yesterday.

daughters dead, prosecutors said

The work of culinary art is covered in

technology to Iran

yesterday

white chocolate and features family

Rickie Lee Fowler was indicted

The Fed's latest snapshot of busi-

The report comes a day before

last month and appeared in a San

the Obama administration is to

ness barometers nationwide found

Bernardino courtroom Tuesday. He

bold a "jobs summit'' at the White

that "economic conditions have gen-

office will file a revised complaint

refused to waive his right to a speedy

House that will gather economists.

erally improved" since the last report

against James Kraig Kahler. a

trial, even though his new attorney

academics and corporate executives

in late October

former Columbia. Mo. city official

has yet to examine thousands of

to consider how the government can

pages of documents and hundreds

spur job creation

- Christmas at the White House

dog. Bo.

The state attorney generals

authorities are set to announce

A law enforcement official
says Immigration and Customs

First lady Michelle Obama previewed the decorations on yesterday.
The centerpiece of the White

Enforcement officials and federal
prosecutors in Wilmington. Del
are due to announce the charges

Eight of the Fed's 12 regions

charged in the shootings in Osage

House Christmas decor stands m the

against Amir Ardebili The official is

surveyed reported "some pickup in

County. Kan. as a result of Dorothy

Blue Room: an 18-foot Douglas fir

not authorized to discuss the case

The pbless rale rose in 162 of

activity or improvement in condi-

Wight's death, spokeswoman Ashley

lit with environmentally sound lights.

and spoke only on condition of

the 572 metro areas tracked by the

tions." the Fed said. Those regions

Anstaett said

hundreds of ornaments from past

anonymity.

lated burglary and is charged with

Labor Department. The rate was

were: Boston. New York. Chicago.

murder and arson Prosecutors say

unchanged in 42 areas It dropped in

St. Louis. Minneapolis. Kansas City.

he set the 2005 Old Fire that caused

168 areas.

of hours of interviews.
Fowler is serving time for an unre-

fatal heart attacks in five people

administrations that were sent out

Wight died Tuesday at a Topeka

Ardebili has already been the

hospital Her granddaughter Karen

for refurbishing, and gold ribbons

subject of tense back-and-forth. after

Dallas and San Francisco

Kahler. the suspects 44-year-old

and bows.

the Iranians complained this year
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estranged wife, and the Kahlers'

In September, unemployment had

Mrs. Obamas vegetable garden

of his earlier arrest m the Caucasus

improved in 225 areas and worsened

- Philadelphia. Cleveland. Richmond

daughters. 18 year-old Emily and 16-

also makes an appearance at the

nation of Georgia. The Iranians have

Fowlers trial is tentatively set to start

in only 125 The deteriorating trend

and Atlanta - described conditions

year-old Lauren, were killed Satuiday

gingerbread house.

argued to United Nations officials

Jan 4.

mirrors the U.S. unemployment

as "little changed" or "mixed."

at Wight's home outside Burlington

Such cases usually take years, but

More than 50.000 people are

rate, which jumped to 10.2 percent

expected to attend 28 holiday par-

sured him into a confession but he

in October from 9.8 percent in

ties and open houses at the White

didn't set the fire.

September

House.

Fowler says investigators pres-

that Ardebili and a handful of others
have been improperly seized through
US. efforts

Obama boosts troops in Afghnistan, withdrawl planned in 18 months
By Darlenc Supcrvillc and
Steven R. Hunt
The Associated Press

WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) —
Declaring "our security is
at stake," President Barack
Obama ordered an additional
30,000 U.S. troops into the
long war in Afghanistan on
Tuesday night, nearly tripling
the force he inherited but
promising an impatient public to begin withdrawal in IR
months.
The buildup will begin
almost immediately — the

BGVIews
■YourBlogs
■Yout Stories
•Your Community
•Your News

first Marines will be in place tary goals for a war that has
by Christmas — and will cost dragged on for eight years.
$30 billion for the first year "We must reverse the Taliban's
momentum. ... And we must
alone.
In a prime-time speech at strengthen the capacity of
the U.S. Military Academy, the Afghanistan's security forces
president told the nation his and government."
new policy was designed to
The president said the
"bring this war to a success- additional forces would be
ful conclusion," though he deployed at "the fastest pace
made no mention of defeating possible so that they can tarTaliban insurgents or captur- get the insurgency and secure
ing ,il (.1,11(1,1 terrorist leader key population centers."
Their destination: "the epiOsama bin Laden.
"We must deny al-Qaida a center of the violent extremsafe haven," Obama said ism practiced by al-Qaida."
in spelling out U.S. mili"It is from here that we were

BGVIEWS.com
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... And we must strengthen the capacity
of Afghanistan's security forces and
government."
Barack Obama I President

attacked on 9/11, and it is
from here that new attacks are
being plotted as I speak," the
president said.
It marked the second time
in his young presidency that

Obama has added to the
American force in Afghanistan,
where the Taliban has recently
made significant advances.
When he became president
last lanuary, there were rough-

ly 34,000 troops on the ground;
there now are 71,000.
After the speech, cadets
in the audience — some of
whom could end up in combat
because of Obama's decision
— climbed over chairs to shake
hands with their commander
in chief and take his picture.
Obama's announcement
drew less-wholehearted support from congressional
Democrats. Many of them
favor a quick withdrawal, but
others have already proposed
higher taxes to pay for the
fighting.

We Have Your Next Place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2010-2011
PETS ALLOWED

EFFICIENCIES

SUMMER RENTALS
AVAILABLE

with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
802 Sixth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville
831 Seventh Street

■Your Views
Visit Your Community'?

"We must reverse the Taliban's momentum.

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenheuer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only
School Year- $395.00 per month
One Year- $370.00 per month

A True European DinninR Experience

May 15, 2010 to August 7, 2010

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates Shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.

Lei us help with your
department's holiday party.
whether at your place or ours

517 E. REED STREET- AtThurstin
Fum Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School Year • $465.00 per month.
One Year - $400.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - $465.00 per month.
One Year - $410.00 per month

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $415.00 per month.
One Year - $365 00 per month

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - S4O0.O0 per month.
One Year • $355.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year • $390.00 per month.
One Year - $355.00 per month.

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School Year ■ $435.00 per month.
One Year - $370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

810 off a 850 purchase
or
$20 off a 8100 purchase
Present this ad to quality for discount
No other discounts or offers apply.
419.373.6050 1 182 S. Main St.
nasladaahotmail.com

3 BEDROOMS
$1,500 OFF
12 MONTH LEASE
(Not valid w/ other offers)
1

Located on BGSU shuttle route

• Air Conditioning
1

Rates Shown for Two Person Occupancy. Rates Available for One to Three Person Occupancy.

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School Year - $630.00 per month.
One Year - $530.00 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $655.00 per month.
One Year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $590.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn Two bedrooms.
School Year - S590.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath WV Vanity in Bdrms.
School Year - $620.00 per month.
One Year - $520.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School Year - $650.00 per month.
One Year - $540.00 per month

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
School Year - $630.00 per month.
One Year - $530.00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath S Hall Vanity
School Year - $565.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month.

Dishwasher

' Garbage Disposal
• 24 hr experienced maintenance
• Friendly professional office staff

WE HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR 2010-2011
Families with children welcome to apply
for any rental unit.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - $565.00 per month.
One Year - $475.00 per month.
FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School Year - $555.00 per month.
One Year - $475.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE INC.

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

Visit our website www.Johnnewloverealestate.com and click on the rentals link
Management Inc.
Leasing OrlceLoraMtf:
104SN. MilnSt.
Bowling Qrtin. 0H 4J402
419-353-5800

lnlo4micubfl.com I www.mwcrtfl.com
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FILLETING THE FALCONS

SPORTS

Log on to www.bgntwstports.com to listen to a
another edition of The BG News sports podcast
"Filleting the Falcons: Taking a deeper look into BG
sports."
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SIDELINES

Falcons grab M

honors
«TYLERSHEEHAN,QB

«FREDDIE BARNES, WR
First team All-MAC:
The nations leader in receptions

Third team All-MAC:
In his final collegiate season, Sheehan
threw for at least 300 yards eight times

FOOTBALL

(138) and touchdowns (16), Barnes

LeFevour named

and completed 340 passes for 3664

is a finalist for the Biletnikoff award

yards and 23 touchdowns. Sheehan

given annually to the nation's top

also finished his career as the school

MAC POY
Central Michigan quarterback

wide receiver. During his career

Dan LeFevour was named the
MAC Offensive Player of Year

year, Barnes had eight games where

yesterday.

he had at least 10 catches and 100

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook

yards. Barnes is also third nationally

record holder for completions and
attempts amongst other marks.

in receiving yards (1,551).

The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE

JIMMY SCHEIDLER,TE»
Second team All-MAC:

SHANE STEFFY, OL»

BG's starting tight end had 25 catches

Third team All-MAC:

The BG News
Sports Blog

for 304 yards despite missing one game

Steffy started all 12 games

Be sure to log on to The BG

due to injury. Scheidler recorded career

on the offensive line (9 at left

News Sports Blog for con-

highs for catches (5 against Ohio) and

guard, 3 at center) and helped

tinued news and updates on

yards (72 against Troy) in a game.

anchor a unit that only allowed

your favorite Falcon teams.

26 sacks this season.

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

RETRACTION:

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite

Alvarado not charged with
sexual assault, as stated in
yesterdays News headline

team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

OUR CALL

A headline in yesterday's sports section of The BG
News erroneously stated that University student
and football player Kevin Alvarado was charged
with sexual assault. Alvarado was charged with
assault in relation to a Nov.-14 incident and entered
a plea of not guilty in Bowling Green Municipal
Court on Monday.
The BG News apologizes for the error.
The actual story detailing Alvarado's appearance
and plea contained the correct information.

Today in
Sports History
1956-Wilt Chamberlain
scores 52 points in his first
collegiate basketball game.
1950—The Browns are the
last NFL team to complete
a game without attempting
a pass.

The List
The MAC announced their
regular season awards yes-

ENOCH WU ' IHe BG NEWS
LEADING SCORER: Guard Dee Brown had a career high 20 points earlier this week and leads the learn in scoring ihis season.

terday, today we give the BG
News top five performers of
the season:

1. Dan LeFevour:

Men's basketball hosts

Arguably one of the best
offensive players in conference history, the Central

avannah State tonight

Michigan quarterback lead his
team to a 10-2 season including an upset of Michigan
State.
2. Adrian Robinson:
Temple's defensive end led
the MAC with 12 sacks. The
sophomore also had 42 tackles, five forced fumbles and
an interception.

3. Freddie Barnes:
One of the nation's top wide
receivers. Barnes gave MAC
defenses fits all season, scoring 18 total touchdowns.

4. Bernard Pierce: A
freshman running back. Pierce
finished first in the MAC and
13th in the nation in rushing
yards with 1.308 yards and 15
touchdowns.

5. Antonio Brown: A
threat, whether he was catching passes from LeFevour
or returning punts. Brown
finished eighth in the nation
with 2,093 all purpose yards.

y

By Saan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

After a second half collapse
against Savannah State last season, BG (2-3) will be looking for
revenge as Ihey host the Tigers
tonight in Anderson Arena.
In a game played at Savannah
State, BG jumped out to an early
lead and led at 35-14 at half
time.
Bui 17 points in the first 5:24
of the second half allowed the
Tigers to cut the lead to single
digits, before eventually taking
the lead late to win 57-54.
BG's last game they held off
a second half rally as Florida
International outscored BG 3628 after halftime, but couldn't
come back as the hosts held on
for a 67-62 win.
"We persevered, we grinded it
out. Our defense really got the
job done for us, even when they
made their run in the second
half," BG coach l.ouis Orr said.
"We kept fighting and we kept
playing and that is what you
have to do."
The win was also big for
the Falcons, since it gave BG
an added confidence if an
opponent starts to come back
in the second half later this

"We persevered, we grinded it out. Our
defense really got the job done for us, even
when they made their run in the second

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS
STARTING OFF: The BG swim team has their first meet ol this year at Calvin College.

half. We kept fighting..."
Louis Orr I Coach

season.
State (4-3) has struggled to
"It was a good win, because it score the basketball this seagave us confidence, and know son averaging 53.1 points per
that we can win games and game. The Tigers have been
tough situations," guard Dee particularly bad on offense in
Brown said.
losses this season, averaging
Brown was also a big reason 44.6 points per game in their
BG held on for the win over FIU, three losses.
as he scored 11 of his 20 points
Tracy Rankins is the only
in the second half, including his double-digit scorer for the
team's final two field goals of Tigers, averaging 12.3 points a
game.
the contest.
Struggles to score for the
"Dee Brown came up big,
because he made some baskets Tigers are in a large part due to
that kept the scoreboard mov- their inability to convert from
ing, "Orr said.
behind the three-point arc
The 20-point outburst was shooting 24 percent.
Despite their offensive
a career high for Brown who
has averaged a team high 10.8 struggles, one of Savannah's
points a game this season. Like strengths this season has been
Brown, Scott Thomas and Otis rebounding the basketball. At
Polk are also averaging over 10 6-foot-7 center Arnold Louis has
points a game for a Falcon team been averaging 8.6 rebounds a
that is averaging 64 points a contest and should prove to be
a tough match up for BG center
game.
Meanwhile,
Savannah Otis Polk.

?

\

Swim team diving
back into competition
By Ryan Satkowialt
Reporter

After a month away from competition, the BG swimming team
takes to the water tomorrow for
the inaugural Calvin Winter
Invitational, a weekend tournament at Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Unlike the preseason Tom
Stubbs' Relays where many of
the events were not the standard
events used during Mid- America n
Conference meets, the events that
the Falcons will see are a fairly
regular slate of events at Calvin.
However, they will be competing
against more teams than they are

used to.
Other schools also making the trip to Calvin are Olivet,
Valparaiso, Kalamazoo, Grand
Valley State, Alma, Northern
Michigan, Michigan State,
Hillsdale, Denison and Trinity.
Most of these schools will be
bringing both a men and women's team, although some, like
Falcons, will be bringing one or
just a diving squad.
For BG, these types of competitions present a unique challenge.
"These [invitationalsl are something that we do every year," said
coach Keri Buff. "Calvin has a new
See SWIM | Page 7
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Pitt has tough task ahead

9

the players most responsible
for Cincinnati's 28-21 win over
the Panthers last season. Pike
PITTSBURGH - Cincinnati's has thrown eight I'D passes in
undefeated Bearcats generate his last two games, six against
offense like they're playing a Illinois on Friday, but Pitt knows
video game, scoring 41 or more there is only one way to effecpoints three times in their last tively control him.
Don't let him get the ball very
five games. Their starting quarterback goes down, and the often.
While the Bearcats don't give
backup plays even better than
up yards and points as quickthe regular did.
No. 14 Pittsburgh couldn't ly as they produce them, they
help hut being impressed while yield a lot — 1,338 yards and 102
watchingNo.SCincinnatipileup points in their last three games.
711 yards behind backup quar- If the Panthers avoid turnovers,
terback Zach Gollaros during a get a big day from freshman
47-45 victory over Connecticut, running back Dion Lewis (1,446
a team the Panthers trailed by 15 yards) and Bill Stull (19 TD passes, 6 interceptions) spreads the
points before rallying to beat.
"They're throwing the ball all ball among his receivers, their
over the place," Pitt defensive best defense against Cincinnati
might be a good offense.
lineman Gus Mustakas said.
"Every time we go on the
Throw it all over Heinz Held
on Saturday, and the No. 5 field, we think we can score on
Bearcats (11-0, 6-0 in Big East) every possession," coach Dave
will be trying to unleash their Wannstedt said. "That's the way
dare-you-to-stop-us offense in it's drawn up. That's how we
practice. That's what our kids
a BCS bowl.
Regardless, Pitt (9-2, 5-1) believe."
The Panthers played their
hasn't spent the week trying to
rig up some gimmick defense poorest game of the season
to slow quarterback Tony Pike offensively while losing to rival
or wide receiver Mardy Gilyard, West Virginia 19-16 on Friday,

dropping them from No. 8 to No.
14 in the Associated Press poll
and making Saturday's de facto
Big East championship game
less attractive nationally. Two
Top 10 teams in a season-ending
game would have been a showcase for the conference.
To avoid a second successive
loss that would likely send a
team that was in the Top 10 two
weeks ago to a lower-tier bowl
— a major disappointment given
their 9-1 start — the Panthers
know they must get their offense
back in a hurry. They trail only
Cincinnati in total offense in the
conference.
"If it comes to a shootout, we
think we can hang with anybody," tight end Nate Byham
said.
Cincinnati, which is trying to
complete the first 12-0 regular
season in school history, leads
the Big East in scoring (39.4).
total offense (472.7 yards per
game) and passing offense
(322 yards). The Bearcats have
allowed only nine sacks while
scoring fewer than 28 points
only once — a 24-21 victory over
West Virginia.
"We definitely can match them

because we're not going to let
them come in here and do what
they want to do." Pitt tight end
Dorin DickerSOn said. "We're
going to run our ollcnse and run
our defense and play OU1 game.
We're going to he (he heller team

at the end of the day, I hat's what
we're striving for. and I hat's what
we have to do this week
Wannstedl wasn't happy
with his team's preparation
for West Virginia, although he
didn't blame it on an) premature thoughts about playing
Cincinnati.
If Pitt needs any further incentive beyond the obvious, here's
something to ponder Nine wins
for Pitt, rather than their first
10-win regular season since 1981,
could mean the PapaJohns.com
Bowl in Birmingham, Ala., or the
International Bowl in Toronto
rather than, possibly, the Sugar
Bowl.
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Cincy's powerful offense to pose threat Saturday
By Al,m Robinson
The Associated Press
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

"Coach Wannstedt hit on it."
linebacker Adam (lunn said,
"last year we were happy with
nine wins, and we were excited
to play in the Sun Bowl (a 3-0
loss to Oregon Stale). I his year.
we have nine wins, bill we're no)
happy at all."
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Unkown head injury could possib
signal the end of Lewis' career
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

BEREA — Cleveland Browns
running back lamal Lewis will
miss Sunday's game with an
unspecified head injury, raising the possibility that his NIT.
career is over.
I.ewis was listed as out on
Cleveland's injury report, as
was starting safety Brodney
Pool, who sustained at least his
fourth known concussion during Sunday's loss in Cincinnati
and is likely out for the season.
The 30-year-old Lewis, who
last month said he intended
to retire after this season, was
not in the locker room during
the session open to the media.
There were no street clothes in
his cubicle and a Browns spokesman did not give a reason for
Lewis not practicing.
Browns coach Eric Mangini
did not mention Lewis' injury
during his news conferences
this week.
The team has not placed Lewis
or Pool on injured reserve.
Lewis' agent, Mitch Trankel,
did not immediately return
phone messages seeking comment.
A punishing runner who has
battered would-be tacklers since
entering the league in 2000,
Lewis has been bothered by
assorted leg injuries all season.
If he is placed on IR, it would
bring an unceremonious ending
to a brilliant career.
Lewis has rushed for 10.607
career yards, ranking him 21st
on the NI-'L's all-time list and just
36 yards behind Ricky Watters
(10,643) for 20th place. Lewis was
the league's offensive player of
the year in 2003, when he rushed

for 2,066 yards with Baltimore.
Unfortunately, Lewis' final
season has been his worst. He
has rushed for 500 yards on 143
carries — a 3.5 average — and
has not scored a touchdown. He
did not start in Sunday's game at
Cincinnati, but came in for the
second offensive play and finished with a team-high 40 yards
on 11 carries.
l.ewis' final carry was a 1-yard
run with 14:02 left.
Earlier this season, Lewis, an
offensive co-captain, criticized
Mangini for workingCleveland's
players too hard in practice. He
also questioned the team's lack
of an offensive identity. Lewis
backtracked on his comments a
few days later, blaming reporters
for "blowing it out of proportion."
Lewis seemed content with
the idea of retirement, and said
he was looking forward to life
away from football. He owns
several lucrative businesses,
including a trucking company
based in Atlanta.
Lewis signed as a free agent
with the Browns in 2007. He
rushed for 1,304 yards that
season — the most by any
Cleveland back other than Hall
of Famer |im Brown.
While Lewis' career is in question, Pool isalsofacinga difficult
decision on his future.
A five-year veteran, Pool suffered at least his fourth known
concussion in the third quarter
on Sunday. Mangini said Pool
would not play this week against
San Diego and indicated the 25year-old Pool's season is over.
"It's not looking very positive,"
Mangini said. "He's definitely
not going to play this weekend
and there's a chance he won't be

"You never want to have a conversation
about injuries with anybody, but
unfortunately it's something that is a reality
and it's never a fun conversation..."
lanqini; He, .-i -

playing again this year."
Mangini said no decisions
have been made about Pool's
future beyond 2009.
"We haven't talked about the
long term," he said. "That's a
discussion for a later time peri
od. You never want to have a
conversation about injuries with
anybody, but unfortunately it's
something that is a reality and
it's never a fun conversation but
they are always important."
Pool has started 10 games this
season and 49 since the Browns
selected him in the second
round of the 2005 draft out of
Oklahoma. In Sunday's 16-7 loss.
Pool was injured early in the
second half. He walked off the
field, was escorted to the locker
room and did not return to the
sideline.
Pool's situation has many of
his teammates concerned about
his health — and their own.
With concussions a hot topic in
the league, players are learning
more about the dangers of head
injuries and their lasting effects.
Browns linebacker David
Bowens has seen a big change
in the way teams arc treating
concussed players.
"Early in my career, it was like,
'OK, he's got a concussion, can
he count to three?' Now it's a
big deal. You see how the older
players, how it's affected their
lives post-career and it is a seri-

ous issue. 1 think the awareness
level has definitely heightened
because of it, and the teams .ue
taking better precautions. Safely
issues regarding helmets, that's
gone up. There's a Im of sups
being taken."
Browns wide receiver Mike
T'urrey said he spoke on Tuesday
to former teammate kin I Warner,
who missed Arizona's game last
week against Tennessee with
post-concussion symptoms.
"I don't think anybody really
has an understanding yet of the
symptoms and why things are
happening the way they're happening," Furreysaid. I here's no
answers."
Furrey said it's not uncommon for a player lo lie to a team
doctor to keep playing.
"When you're talking about a
little headache throughout the
week, you obviously feel like
you're still going to be able to
play on Sunday." lie said. "But
nobody knows the extremities
of those headaches or the difference of alight one or aheavy one
or not having an) other symptoms, being nauseated and sick
throughout the week."
"As a competitor you want to
keep playing, so obviously you
probably would stretch the story
just a little bit to get back on the
field and it's just the nature of
any athlete that wants to play on
Sundays."

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.
visit us and give us your input @

BGVlews

FALCONS vs. Lake Superior
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HSU ICE AREMA
The BGSU icers return home to host the Lakers in a critical CCHA
weekend home series...be there!
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TUNE UP:

pel sion till January 2? against Toledo

SWIM
From Page 6
pool, so we're definite!) excited .ilium that, and I think we
are prepared to swim well and

swim i.isi.
"Our number one goal here
is to have really fast times, to
hopefully put up some limes
that scare some people in the
\l \l ."
Bull said the month off from
competition will present mure
of a help than a hindrance to
the team, as they have had a

chance to get some muchneeded rest.
Tor the swimmers. It's jusi
about getting back into the
competitive swing ol things.
"We're just looking forward to
getting back into competition,"

said captain Meg Richardson,
The weekend meet is I he last
action for the swim team for

the fall semester.
Alter the meet, they next hit

the pool during winter breakfor
the Coral Springs Invitational
in Florida. I hex begin \l V
competition Ian. 23 against
rival loledo.

WORLD
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The Daily Crossword Fix

WORLD BRIEFS
Honduran lawmaker
debate ousted
leader's future

Ahmadinejad:
Iran will refine
uranium to 20 pet

JERUSALEM-Israel, police
arrested the mayor of a West Bank
Jewish settlement yesterday after
protesters blocked security forces
from entering the community to
enforce a construction freeze.

TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras
- Honduran lawmakers begin debating ousted President Manuel Zelaya's
future yesterday under pressure
from much of the region to reinstate
him or face more isolation despite
a presidential election they hoped
would end the crisis

TEHRAN. Iran (AP)-Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
says Iran will enrich its uranium to a
higher level in direct contravention
to an international call to halt the
process.

- Josel Federman AP

Its not clear the pressure will be
enough. The interim administration
has already resisted months of diplomatic arm-twisting, and has long
predicted Sundays election would
weaken demands for Zelaya's return
Still, many Latin American governments warn they will not restore
ties with the incoming administration
of Porfino Lobo unless Zelaya is
allowed to finish his own term, which
ends Jan 27
Congressional President Jose
Alfredo Saavedra insisted he felt
no pressure from abroad, saying he
had met with diplomats of many
countries and none had suggested
he vote one way the other

Ahmadinejad expressed frustration with negotiations over a
U N.-backed deal to swap Iran's lowenriched uranium for higher-enriched
fuel rods to power its medical
research reactor
He told a crowd of thousands yesterday in the southern city of Isfahan
that Iran "will produce 20 percent"
enriched uranium and "anything it
needs" for its nuclear program
The West fears Iran's enrichment
program will produce the material for
a nuclear bomb, a charge Iran denies
The idea behind the swap deal
was to keep Iran from having sufficient enriched uranium on hand to
produce a weapon.

- Alexandra Olson. AP

Europe welcomes Obama
speech but few pledge
By Deborah Seward
The Associated Press

PARIS — European leaders and
top diplomats hailed President
Barack Obama's speech defining the new U.S. strategy in
Afghanistan, but few countries
were forthcoming yesterday
with pledges of fresh troops.
French President Nicolas
Sarkozy commended the
speech as "courageous, determined and lucid'' but stopped
short of offering more soldiers
from France, the fourth largest
contributor to NATO's Afghan
effort.
In neighboring Germany,
foreign
Minister
Guldo
Westerwelle praised Obama's
speech
as
supporting
Germany's position that a political solution for Afghanistan
backed by military support
was the only way forward. Like
France. Germany indicated
that troop increases will not be
discussed until after a London
conference on Afghanistan in
late lanuary.
Speaking just hours after
Obama announced the deployment of 30,000 fresh U.S.
troops to Afghanistan. NATO
chief Anders I-'ogh Rasmussen
said in Brussels that European
and other IIS. allies will contribute more than 5.000 more
troops to the international
force in Afghanistan.
Rasmussen did not specify
where the troops would come
from and how many would be
from Europe — and reluctance
for major new troop contributions was palpable yesterday
across the continent.
Westerwelle praised Obama
for making clear there must be
an end to the mission.
"We agree with the U.S. president, that there cannot be only
a military solution, but what
we need is a political solution
that is supported by the military." Westerwelle said.
He and his French counterpart, Bernard Kouchner, said
their countries remained committed to helping build up
and training the Afghan police
force.
Of the major European
continental powers deployed
in Afghanistan, only Poland
indicated a solid willingness
to send more troops. A Polish
official said the government

"We agree with the
U.S. President, that
there cannot be only
a military solution..."
Guido Westerwelle | Foreign Minister

will likely send (iOO reinforcements to beef up its existing
2.000-strong contingent in
Afghanistan.
Government
spokesman
I'awcl Gras said the decision
still needs approval from
Prime Minister Donald Tusk's
cabinet and from President
Lech Kaczynski. the supreme
commander of the army.
Most F.urnpean nations
appear willing to keep current
troop levels for now. but they
all want to see an exit strategy.
The U.S. now has 71,000
troops in Afghanistan, while
other NATO members and
allies collectively have 38,000
service members there. With
the added reinforcements, the
international forces will grow
to more than 140,000 soldiers.
The Afghan army has about
94.000 troops, and is slated to
expand to 134,000. The Afghan
police number about 93,000
members.
The U.S. and Afghan forces face an estimated 25,000
Taliban insurgents.
At the height of the Soviet
Union's war in Afghanistan
in the 1980s, its forces in
that country totaled 118,000
troops.
Dutch Defense Minister
F.imert van Middelkoop welcomed Obama's speech. The
Netherlands, the seventh largest force in Afghanistan, has
some 1,600 troops in restive
southern Afghanistan who are
due to leave next August. The
Dutch parliament has passed
a nonbinding motion saying
it does not support extending
the mission.
France and other European
countries have stressed the
need for civilian efforts to be
strengthened, including more
training for teachers and medical personal.
However
Sarkozy and
Kouchner did leave the door
open yesterday for a possible
future, new French troop commitment.
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APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available •
* Minutes from BGSU •
t Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *
SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

419-352-6335

visit us online @
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
Tlic BG Nt-ws will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
iniliMilu.i] or group on the basis of race.
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual nrtcntadon. disability, status as a
veteran, or on the bultof any other legally
protected status.
I he B(; News reserves the right to decline,
disrontinue or revise any .idverlitement
web ■ AMI bund to be defamatory,
tailing in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
io editing and approval

Services Offered

Need space7 Lock It Up Storage
has 50% first month.
655 Poe Road, North Baltimore.
419-257-2851

Help Wanted
GIRLS LACROSSE COACHES
Perrysburg HS needs experienced
players to help coach 2010 season.
Several paid openings
Contact: jacketlacrosse@gmail.com

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S30O7day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases.
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bedrm
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325. 9a-9p

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled,
S725/mo ♦ util Call 419-708-9981.

1 BR apt across trom campus.
avail January 1st. S350/mo + util,
Call 419-897-5997.

311 Ridge-3BR house.
avail 8/15/10. nice, good location
S1200/mo. Call 419-352-5882

1 BR apt now avail, ideal tor grad
students or mature undergrads.
close to campus Call 419-352-5414

Avail now 1S2 apts, Eff low as S275.
see Carlyrentals com

1 or 2 subleasers needed tor next
semester. 615 4th St. $275/mot util.
4 other female roomates
Contact Jana at 440-590-3578

Female subleaser needed. $300/mo,
325 N. Summt St. close to campus.
Call 330-421-7755 for more info.

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc is looking
tor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities. Will provide personal
care S help w/ daily living skills
Flexible schedules - full time, pan
time. & sub positions available
$9 -$13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application Irom
WLRS. 545 Pearl St. Bowling Green.
Monday-Friday. 8 O0am-4 00pm
or download application at

2 BR unlum. hall blcok Irom BGSU.
$600/mo inc elec & gas Dep. req.
Avail 5/15/10-5/10/11 419-601-3108
2 subleasers needed ASAP for
Jan-Aug @ Enclave I, S259/mo + util
for 2 indiv leases, call 419-566-7276.

Evening sitter needed lor 3 yr old
in Perrysburg home.
Call 517-402-4145 tor more into
GIRLS TRACK HURDLE COACH
Lake HS needs experienced hurdler
to help coach 2010 season, paid
Contact: lak..aca dk@nwoca org

233 W. Merry 4 BR house, close to
city park, pets permitted, off-street
parking, zoned lor 5 unrelated
people S795/mo, avail now!
3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St. BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525.
3 BR house for rent w/ 2 car garage.
W/D & A/C 1yr lease starting 8/10
$1200/mo * util, 949 Scotl Hamilton
Call 419-654-9512.

Looking tor dependable & energetic
PT childcare in my home tor 3 & 6
year olds. Must have car! Please
contact* mjbecker1@rr.com

3 BR house for rent. S900/mo. W/D.
AC. fenced yard. Near campus.
1 pet allowed Call 419-353-9696

Looking lor student entrepreneur to
launch new energy drink. Call
614-888-7502 lor interview or e-mail
gwalls@gspgroup.com

Shamrock Studios
Winter Special on Studio Apt.
Semester leases. S425/mo, turn.
We provide all util, cable, WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com

From Only $504!
On selected floor plans

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'10-'11 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Call 419-352-6064

These houses won't
last long

Highland Management
1 & 2 avail, now!
Great location, quiet.
Call 419-354-6036. M-F. 9am-3pm

U:

Houses S Apartments
www. BGApadments.com
419-352-8917
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
1 -3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt * util. avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR house * util. avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR etfic * elec. avail 5/15/10.
1 room etfic + elec, avail 7/15/10
1- 2BR apt •util. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773.
Subleaser needed ASAP! Close to
campus. $350/mo, no utilities.
319 Ridge St. Call 513-885-8332
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc.

419-353-5800

Find A Place To Call Home
www.Bralerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

FREE HEAT
.■■Ml- SOU AM
APWItNIUTi

or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

G S L Rental-2010-2011.
3. 2. & 1 bedrooms.
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.

Preferred
Properties Co.

1-2 Bedroom Apartment!

HOUSES!

419-353-0325 9am-pm.

E.O.E.

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed!
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

N

t

Call TODAY!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30

FROBOSE RENTALS

419-353-7715 til

419-352-9378

530 S. Maple St.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, OH
419-353-5800
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Israeli police arrest
settler leader in
West Bank

Settler leaders have vowed to
defy the order which Netanyahu
says is meant as a confidence-building gesture to get peace efforts with
the Palestinians back on track.

/

t

.

The showdown was the most serious incident of settler unrest since
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
last week announced the 10-month
building freeze, wh ch bars the construction of now homes in West Bank
settlements
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Memories capture true meaning of holidays

The holidays are always a great time
for a child to add to his or her personal
toy collection.
I know this all too well, because I
did this every December growing up.
Iliglit after I would indulge in my
mother's golden-brown potato pancakes on a cold, snowy night, she
would help me light the candles on
the Mcnorah, corresponding to that
particular night of I lanukkah.
As soon as the flame lit the final

BGViews
■Your Blogs
•Your Stories
■Your Community
■Your News
•Your Views

wick, I would rush into the dining
room to find all different sized boxes
wrapped in bright, beautiful colors,
knowing each of those eight gifts
would soon be mine.
Before savagely ripping into the
wrapping paper, I remember just staring at all those gifts. I thought how
happy I was to be alive. I knew I would
shortly own all the objects my little
heart desired.
I received books, action figures,
video games and sporting equipment.
But. strangely, all these years later, I
don't remember one specific gift.
I don't remember one book title; I
don't remember if it was a baseball bat
or a football; I don't remember if it was

By Hannah Sparling
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morning would disagree with me. But
the more 1 thought about why my
friend's mother put herself through
this torture, the more I realized it
wasn't for her own personal glory and
satisfaction.
She did this because she knew it
would make her family ecstatic on
Christmas morning. To see her family's faces light up brighter than the
Christmas tree would be the best gift
she could ever receive.
I truly believe the reason why I can't
recall one specific gift from my younger days was because my memories are
dominated by me spinning the foursided Dreidel with family members or
shredding the wrapping paper.
The gifts, as objects, truly didn't

matter.

The real gift was being able to celebrate the festive days with loved ones
in a warm, comforting environment.
I hope this issue will re-energize
your holiday spirit.
Be encouraged to make your own
gifts (for story, see page four) or be
enthusiastic when you receive a present you weren't looking forward to
— like those socks.
It truly is the thought that counts.
The greatest gift 1 have from the
holidays is memories.
I hope you make some this season, too. And if nothing else, this
issue will make the perfect stocking
sniffer to remember your time at the
University.

.egend of Santa Claus continuously
"snowballs" throughout the globe

Visit Your Community *

Fun, Funky,
^
& Affordable
Gifts & Ornaments!

Spider-Man or Batman.
Let me tell you about my friend's
mother. She did not go to bed
thanksgiving night. It's not because
she had a severe stomachache from
the endless buffet at the dinner table.
Rather, she was preparing and partook in the most sinister of shopping
days — Black Friday.
Black Friday is like the Olympics for
the seasoned shopper. The "athlete"
has to maneuver to the discounted
item, hurdle over their competition,
defend the bargain on his or her territory and launch into the checkout line
to secure the prized possession.
I think the whole notion of the day
is ridiculous, but mom than 90 million Americans who went out Friday

Santa Claus is a busy man on
Christmas F.ve, but he still found
time every year to stop and stay a
while at losie Pike's house.
Pike, who is now a senior at the
University, said Santa came to her
house and watched her open presents every year until she was about
7 years old. Then she realized, even
though he drove a different car to
disguise his identity, Santa was really her grandfather.
"When you're little you believe
anything," she said. "One year, I just
realized it was my grandpa."
The man who flies with nine reindeer may be a myth, but the legend of Santa Claus started with an
actual man — St. Nicholas.
St. Nicholas was born in 280 A.l).
in modern-day Turkey. Fie was a
wealthy man who shared a lot of
his money with the poor, said lack
Santino, a pop culture professor at
the University.
Santino said there is not a lot
of actual historical data about St.
Nicholas, but one of the best-known

"nUitgtlfhelDed ? fia'ix H ,

poor the father was planning to sell
his three daughters into prostitution. The legend, Santino said, is
St. Nicholas waited until night and
threw bags of gold through the family's window to save the daughters.
Eventually, St. Nicholas was made
the patron saint of Russia and also
ol sailors, which helped spread both
his fame and the legend of Santa
Claus around the world, Santino
said. Today, there are many different
versions of Santa Claus, such as Pere
Noel in France, Father Christmas in
Great Britain and la Befena in Italy.
Santino said the legend of Santa
Claus has changed a lot over the
years and will most likely continue
to do so. For example, he said now
he sees many Santas with rocket
sleds and Bermuda shorts.
"It keeps sort of developing," he
said. "In some ways, these things
have to adapt to changing societies,
to changing traditions, or else they
are no longer meaningful."
One trend in recent years is the
growing popularity of the American
version of Santa Claus. Santino
said because of commercialism
and international communication,
Santas around the world are start-

SLEIGH RIDING AROUND: Santa makes his presence known beyond the North Pole.

ing to conform to a more universal
image.
"You are seeing a growth of that, of
the Santa Claus we recognize," he
said. "We don't have one right way
to imagine the Easter Bunny, we
don't have one right way to imagine
the Tooth Fairy, but Santa Claus has
become very standardized."
Santa Claus across the globe
■ In the United States, a jolly.
bearded man named Santa Claus
flies to every house on Christmas
Eve. delivering presents to
"good" girls and boys. But in other

countries. Christmas is done a
little differently.
I France - In France. Pere Noel
(translated as Father Christmas)
brings gifts to children on
Christmas morning. Children
leave their shoes by the fireplace
the night before and Pere Noel
fills them with fruits, nuts, candy
and small toys to hang on the tree
I It is also tradition for French families to bake a Three Kings Cake
for the 12th day of Christmas.
The cake has a bean hidden in
it and whoever finds the bean is
See SANTA | Page 10
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Homemade gifts spark creativity, originality
Combining clever ideas with low-priced items initiates imagination, stimulates heart
By Allie Bandy
Reporter

It's ili.ii lime of year again.
Thetimeright after Thanksgiving
when you start thinking, "Oh no...
Christmas is coming!"
In addition to receiving those
awesome Christmas presents,
someone else has to give presents
too.
As college students, we usually
do not have the dough required
to spend a lot on everyone that we
want to give presents to.
The easy solution to the "low
dough" gift-giving problem is to
make your Christmas presents. Not
only does making your presents
save cash, but it adds a personal
touch to the gifts.
I lere are some gifts ideas to get
you started:
Record Bowl
For the music lover in your life,
make a bowl out of an old record.
You can purchase old records at
Goodwill for about 50 cents. Use an
oven-safe bowl (about 9 inches in
diameter) and a cookie sheet.
Place the bowl upside down on
the cookie sheet and the record on
top of that. Place into an oven that
has been preheated to 200 degrees
Fahrenheit for about 8 to 10 minutes.
Make sure you watch the record.
If you leave it in too long, it will
bubble. The record will start to
mold around the bowl. When this
happens, use potholders, take the
cookie tray out of the oven and turn
the bowl back right side up. Place
the now flexible record on top and
mold it to the inside of the bowl.
You'll have to move quickly though.
The record becomes hard very fast.
If it is not flexible enough, put it
back in the oven for a few minutes.
If you are using this as a real
bowl, make sure you close the hole
that is usually in the center of the
records.
If you would like to make it more
personal, you can decorate the outside of the bowl with acrylic or puff
paints.

Crafting personal presents provides sentimentality to
gift-giving tradition on a shallow student salary
By Ella Fowl.r
City Editor

You are decorating the Christmas
tree and your parents pull out that
ornament from third grade — a
homemade reindeer, angel or pinecone-tree that makes it to the very
center of the Christmas tree.
Your mother or father stands
back with a smile and says, "Do
you remember when...?" while you
silently roll your eyes and listen to
them exclaim about how cute you
were 10 years ago.
But the smile on their faces is
genuine because that year you
made something from scratch.
When you take the time out
of your schedule to make a gift,
it sends a sentimental message.
Going to the store and buying a
"normal" Christmas gift is fine, and
your friend or family member will
accept it with a smile. But when you
sit for hours or for a few minutes
and take the time to hand make a
gift, it goes far beyond words.
With the current economic recession, a lot of students, including
myself, have to find ways to tighten
the pocket book, yet still find great
gifts.
But with the holidays approach-

Picture frames
You can buy really cheap picture
frames at any dollar store or WalMart, but don't stop there.
Decorate your frame with paints,
stickers, glitter or foam letters —
whatever moves you and whatever
you think your gift recipient will
like.
Here's a tip: make sure you take
the glass out of the frame before
you decorate. This will make it
easier to hold and you won't get
paint on the glass. To finish off the
frame, place a photo of you and
your recipient inside.
Cookies in a far
Everyone loves cookies, but who
really has the time to make them?
Leave the baking up to the recipient, but give them all the materials.
Buy a Mason jar and fill it with all
of the dry ingredients to make your
favorite cookie recipe. Make sure
you pack the dry ingredients down.
You want to fit as much as possible.
Close the jar, tie it with a ribbon
and include a note detailing the
"wet" ingredients they would need
to add and baking instructions. For
example, if you would like to give
the gift of chocolate chip cookies,
you would put 2 1/4 cups all-purpose flour, one teaspoon baking
soda, one teaspoon salt, 3/4 cup
granulated sugar, 3/4 cup packed
brown sugar and as many chocolate chips that will fit into the jar.

ing, we will be spending more
money in December than any other
month.
Making gifts can help you stay on
budget while at the same time, giving a gift that means a little something extra than just an average
store-bought gift.
1 take pride in homemade
gifts and try every year around
Christmas to make as many of
these personal presents as possible.
I do this because I know giving a gift
that I pondered about and then put
in hard work to make means more
to those who receive it than just the
average present.
I began this homemade gift
idea about two years ago. My
mother's birthday falls right
around Christmas and 1 decided
I was going to make a special gift
for her. I had just learned how to
crochet granny squares, a pattern
that makes many crochet blankets,
and 1 decided I was going to make
my mother a homemade blanket. I
knew she wanted a new pair of earrings and I could have simply gone
to )C Penny's or Kohl's and bought
See HOMEMADE I Page 10
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CRAFTY CREATIONS: The Record Bowl
(top) can be a perfect present for anyone to
store their CDs in. Cookies in a Jar can be a great
gesture to give to a person with a sweet tooth,
just ready to nibble on your freshly-made cookies

Then you would include a note
that would tell the recipient to just
add one cup of butter, two eggs, and
one tablespoon of vanilla extract.
Add that the cookies need to be
baked at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for
11 to 13 minutes.

We also offer great gift ideas such as

*.peppermint bark & chocolate covered

espresso beans.
419.931.0273
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Gift cards create debate for thoughtful holiday gesture
By Bryan Warrick
Reporter

[here are countless of reasons why
people look forward to the holidays.
Employees get work off and students can sleep in. families make
their special Christmas-themed sugar
cookies or crispy potato Latkes for
ilanukkah for loved ones to indulge
in. And just being around a warm
fireplace on a brisk December morning can instill the holiday spirit into

anyone.
But one tradition many seem to
love, and even possibly be obsessed
with, is receiving gifts, especially children.
Ifs always hard finding the perfect
gift. Maybe that is the reason millions
of Americans will settle for reliability
rather than originality when they purchase gift cards for Christmas gift.
According to a survey conducted
by liankrate.com, more than $25 bil-

lion dollars were spent on gift cards
in 2(108. The Web site expects the
amount to increase in 2009 as the
economy has slightly improved.
The gift card can be a very tricky
stocking sniffer because people can
take them in many different ways.
It can be thought of as cheap and
extremely lazy, or knowing where the
person likes to shop, but can't figure
out what would be the "perfect" gift.
So, should you give gift cards this

holiday season?

Giving a gift card to a loved one
can make you look like a Scrooge
when you hear your friend yell, "Bah
humbug" angered over the lack of
thought.
Gift cards can be considered the
equivalent of just giving someone
money. While we would all love to get
some free cash every now and then, it
does not make a good holiday present because it has little love or car-

Gift Baskets* with
a variety of gourmet
chocolates, holiday gifts,
flowers, and much more!

Exam Cram Bags
also available
Perfect Gifts to take
home to Mom & Dad for
the holidays!
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* iili baskets may

DINING#0

ilitl.-ihi.lii pUUKC

shown,

Exclusively offered by Outtakes at Commons.
419.372.8073 • www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu

ing thought connected to the small
plastic card.
People want gifts that let them know
that they are loved and the people
around them really care about and
know them. While helpful, a gift card
to Meijer or Kroger may not make
people happy on Christmas morning
and could seem to lack the creativ
ity around the true meaning of the
holidays.
But with every argument, one can
counter as to why he or she believes
die gift card can be highly beneficial.
Almost any store offers some sort of
certificate that can be redeemed for
store credit.
If a person puts some thought into
the card, they can think of places
the recipient likes to visit, which puts
thought into the present.
What better way to show you know
someone than to get them a gift card
to their favorite restaurant, movie the
ater or store?
Even the University offers gift cards
patrons can use to buy discounted
books, which we all know are way too
expensive.
Freshman Hannah Ruest said she
will be purchasing gift cards for her
family and friends because she knows
the person will pick something they
will like.
'They're nice because you can pick
out what you want," Ruest said. "It's
better than receiving something you
don't want and not being able to
return it."
Gift cards can make the person
happy because it shows that you know
them and care about their interests
while at the same time giving them
the power to choose exactly what they
want.
The final thing to keep in mind is
that everyone is different.
There are people who don't want
gift cards no matter where they go to
and there are people who want noth
ing but gift cards.
In the end, it is up to you to know
who you are really shopping for and
how best to make them happy.
One thing that everyone can agree
on at least, is that they are defiantly
better than new socks for Christmas
Anyone will tell you that.
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Double dipping: holiday
transfuses two major religions
By Becky Tener
Campus Editor
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Local businesses offer
great goodies at
discounted prices
ByZach Gas«

While a majority of students are
anticipating the Christmas season with jingle bells, reindeer and
nativity scenes, a small group will
be lighting the menorah and spinning the dreidel.
But an even smaller minority will
be taking part in both festivities
this holiday season.
Approximately 2.2 million people in this country will observe
Chrismukkah this December.
Chrismukkah mashes together
the two holidays — Christmas and
Hanukkah — to make a hybrid celebration that keeps both grandpa
and cousin Natti's new husband
satisfied with the season.
Chrismukkah, the brilliant love
child of Christmas and Hanukkah,
is the invention of interfaith families to celebrate one holiday influenced with both traditions. It is
a holiday filled with both I-atkes
and gingerbread, lesus and the
Maccabees.
I remembermyfirst Chrismukkah
party back in the 10th grade, with
both my Christian and Jewish
friends. We ate kosher hot dogs,
made Christmas cookies and
played dreidels with glow-in-thedark tops.
It was a special time, where my
friends and 1 looked past religion
and more at the fun we could have
with both faiths.
The wonder of Chrismukkah is
not just for those trying to meld
religious ties but also for anyone
who wants to infuse their holiday
season with a little culture. Both
Christmas and Hanukkah are celebrations with unique traditions
and people of other faiths shouldn't
miss out.

"A lot of people

Reporter

towards the end of the

CHRISMUKKAH ORG
SHARING THE SEASON: Pulling together polarizing religious objects such as matzah (brittle flat
bread) and candy canes can make a holiday gingerbread house perfect for any holiday celebration.

Bowling Green local businesses are
preparing for the holiday season just
like any department store in a given
metropolis.
Several locally-owned stores will be
opening their doors this December
to specials and discounted prices
for patrons to purchase that perfect
present.
Finders Records on Main Street
will be offering several coupons,
along with a Red Dot Sale where all
CDs are $3 ou".
"We do special orders for any CD
or DVD and it does not cost any more
than lit wouldl in the store," said
Finders Records employee Angela
Schroeder.
Schroeder said that the record Store
gets pretty busy during the holiday
season. She said Finders Records will
benefit from this season's big releases
including Christmas albums from
Straight No Chaser and Bob Dylan,
as well as new releases from Norah
lones, lolm Mayer and Susan Boyle.
Finders also has gift certificates
available for any amount that will

[holiday] season shop
here..."
Maryann Gibson | The Flower Pot Owne<

never expire.
The family owned and run I lappy
Badger is also prepping for the holiday season.
They are selling hand-knitted
gloves for $5, just in time for the cold
weather. They also have a full range
of family oriented, fair trade gifts.
Happy Badger employee Sarah
Emily Cohen said that they have
recently opened their new coffee
shop and encouraged people of
Bending Green to stop by and check
it out.
"|The Happy Badger] combines
tlie gift and retail store and coffee
shop," said Fmily. "If you haven't
come in before, check us out"
Local flower shop The Flower
See LOCAL | Page 7

Here are some seasonal crossbreeds to make your
Chrismukkah more enjoyable:
■ While decorating the Christmas tree this year, mix it up and add some
dreidels and some bagels.
■ Add Adam Sandlers "Chanukah Song'" to the caroling repertoire
■ While lighting the menorah. maybe use your favorite Christmas character
for the candelabrum, or forget the fire altogether and use Christmas lights.
■ Don't spend hours baking the gingerbread you II need to construct your
holiday home. Use prepackaged matzo. It's faster, it takes less frosting to
hold together and it's kosher.
■ Plan a movie marathon showcasing half Jews like Orlando Bloom.
Amanda Bynes, Jake Gyllenhaal and Ben Stiller.
■ Instead of playing dreidels for chocolate gelt, play for Santa cookies or
Christmas M&Ms.
■ Skip tradition and watch Fiddler on the Roof after It's a Wonderful Life.

check us out
online @

.V_\/'
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spa I tanning
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Look
Amazing
for the
Holidays!

Hair Salon ■ Hot Stone Massage
Tanning • Facials • Manicures
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Cranial Sacral ■ Sunless Tan

For a more personal gift this
holiday season, consider giving
the gift of our spa services

1616 EWooster | Suite 15
www serenityspaandtanning com
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Seasonal serenades supply sincere holiday cheer
By Mall Liassc
Reporter

The chill of the Bowing Green breeze,
the taste of steaming hot chocolate
and strings of holiday lights glowing
in windowsills — there are a few happening; that ring in the holiday spirit
around campus.
But what is playing on your radio?
TheRfc going to be plenty of commotion on Christmas morning.
Drowning out the chaos with some

cheerful tunes can do wonders. It's
common for certain jingles and tunes
to be overplayed this time of year, but a
little extra flair may do the nick for the
holiday favorites.
The following are some of the top
tracks that should be on any playlist
bringing with intentions to bring holiday cheer:
I. Mariah Carey "All I Want For
Christmas Is You" (1994)
No other original holiday song can
be more relatahk' than Carey's instant

classic.
Whether you're leaving your BGbound sweetheart or a certain special solider is lighting overseas in Iraq
or Afghanistan, this song captures all
hearts.
Carey's rune is a gift for anyone
spending Christmas without the person they love and can be shared no
matter how many miles apart they
find themselves.
2. Mm Lennon"Happy Xmas War
Is Over)" (1990)

Put Us On Your
Christmas List!
)ne Bedroom Apartments:
320 ElmX*^
• 117 N. Main
109 N. Main #H
• 216 N. Enterprise
114 S. Main
• 128 W. Wooster
Two Bedroom Apts. Duplexes & Houses:
Elm
. 730 Elm
Ridge Front
• 109 N. Main #G
319 S. Main
• 520 E. Reed^
& 525 E. Merry
»214N.
Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses:
N. Church
• 119l/2 Clajt/St.
N. Enterprise -house
• 338 N. Church irous<
S. College A&B
• 123+127 E. Merry
Elm
• 455 S. Summit
STOP BY OUR OFFICE
TO PICK UP OUR COMPLETE
RENTAL BROCHURE.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

(419)352.5620

Lennon's melody begins with soft
guitars, then moves into his notoriously known earth-shattering voice with
the sound of joyous children helping
with the chorus.
It'snotonJyreminiscentofChristmas
— it's a celebration of yesteryear and
the one that is about to start
The Beade gives a warm feeling that
can send anyone into an appropriate
mood to ring in the new year.
3. The Jackson 5 "Santa Clans Is
Coming To Town" (2009, recently rereleased)
The world lost one of the best
performers ever known in Michael
lackson this summer.
In a world now widiout the "King Of
Pop", his music is more than alive for
us to enjoy.
One of the Christmas hits from his
childhood will indeed do the season
an amazing favor and remember how
"thrilling" this entertainer was.
4. Lady GaGa "Christmas Tree"
(2009)
Other Christmas songs lack sex
appeal, but lady GaGa has found a
way to keep it spicy in all surroundings, and not just under a mistletoe.
The song may only hold innuendoes that might not be about the holiday at all, but it's hard to ignore the
catchy rune.
5. The Bird And The Bee "Carol Of
The Bells" (2007)
This version is just a fun indie spin
on the old tune that composer lohn
Williams made famous.
The echoing chorus is to die for, the
vocals are impeccable and the lyrics,
like they always have been, are topnotch. The song fills the room wiUi

MANXRADIOCOM

DONT FORGOT ABOUT ME: Carey's
holiday-themed album peaked at (he No. 3 spot
on Billboard's Top 200 list in 1994

good cheer and a "joyful tone," like
many Christmas songs should.
6. SheDaisy "Deck The Halls"
(2000)
When it comes to covering a holiday classic, it's crucial to understand
the mood, emotions, feelings and the
spirit the song must capture.
SheDaisy does just that. "Deck The
I lalls" is a song celebrating the atmosphere that is Christmas and building
up the anticipation of the atmosphere.
This is a perfect version of the classic
because with the lyrics about being
jolly and merry measure, smiling from
ear to ear comes when listening to this
upbeat song.
7.Sinead O'Conner "Silent Night"
(2007)
Like the No 6 song on this playtist,
Sinead O'Conner grabs evoy essence that
is "Silent Night" The whispering peacefulness of the track is everything that
See MUSIC I Page II
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Friendly foods for any holiday homey

Basket on Main Sonet will also sprout
specials for the holiday season.
The Flower Basket carries many
crafts, including Christmas items,
which will be marked down a week
before Christmas. Although their flowers cannot be marked down, all of the
other products the store carries can

be,
Maryann Gibson, owner of The
Mower Basket, said that they carry several nice gift items.
"A lot of people towards the end of
the Iholidayl season shop here for people who are hard to buy for," Gibson
said.
The Flower Basket also offers weekly
or monthly programs where they can
send a gift either monthly or weekly for
as many times as the customers want.
The Flower Basket will be collecting
gifts for families in need throughout
the holiday season. They will fill their
front windows with gifts; they started
accepting donations on Black Friday
and will end Dec. 20.
'ITiere will also be an opportunity for
Bowling Green residents to give back
to the community.
People can donate their unwrapped,
new gifts for babies to teenagers at
the Cocoon Shelter (located off Route
25 by Township Highway 208) and
Dayspring Assembly of God (17360 N.
Dixie Highwayl, who will give the gifts
to needy families in the local area

Your Views
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For Your Secret Crush

Dear Santa,
I've got a problem. No, not the
kind of problem that makes Mom
and Dad so flustered they resort to
spelling in front of you even though
you're twenty years old.
My problem is more Christmas
related and a lot less awkward.
I want to get presents for all of
my friends this year and I want to
make sure they know I care about
them. The only small pittance I
can afford is those free Bibles the
Gideons passed out at the beginning of the school year. And I'm
not sure what my humbly-wrapped
New Testament will say exactly to
my lewish friend.
Tell Mrs. Claus, "Hey." She really
doesn't get enough credit for living
with you at home 364 days a year.
Lots of love,
Taylor

Mint has been playing double
agent for the Holiday Camp and
the Love Team for ages, being both
a mild aphrodisiac and jolly childhood memory all at the same time.
1 love the idea of a glass jar Filled
with hot cocoa mix, wrapped
together with some marshmallows
(sprinkled with mint extract for
subtle sexiness) and a giant peppermint stick (which is much less
subtle).
Just try to keep your memory
of opening that First bike and the
memory of your first kiss separate,
or we'll have another awkward
"George Costanza and his corned
beef during sex" incident.
For Your Dude-Bro Amigo
Brownies don't have to be filled
with pot to be addictive. Make any
standard box brownie. 1 like to
cook them just a few minutes short
of done to get the perfectly moist
square.
But instead of frosting in the
plain old way, melt down a few
Butterfinger bars in the microwave.
Pour the peanut-buttery mixture

all over the top of the warm brownies, crumpling another of the candy
bars over the top for good measure.
Once they cool, the brownies will
be gooey on the inside and crunchy
on the outside.
For Your Oddball Buddy
Popcorn is the perfect canvas on
which you can paint all sorts of
weird and disturbingly good flavors.
And if Yves Klein can paint blue
squares and call it art, then you can
convince that artistic, I-tsy-loving,
thrift-shop-wearing friend that this
culinary gift is a frickin' Van Gogh.
Start with a standard popcorn
in a big bowl. Over low to medium
heat, warm butter and brown sugar
to get your standard caramel corn
taste. From here, you can get creative.
I've had awesome caramel corn
seasoned with some leftover bacon
grease that is just delicious. You
could even try a little bit of peanut butter and jelly melted into
the butter and brown sugar to get
that great elementary school flavor
without the glue.
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Low-cost gifts serve as
splendid stocking stuffers
By Mia Fcldmann

Reporter

Give the gift of BGSU
this holiday season

mm

mm
.

■

Stop by and check out our gift ideas:
T-shirts • Sweatshirts • Blankets
Hats • Glassware
530 EAST WOOSTER ST • 419-353-7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com

With the holiday season rapidly
approaching, many students are
scrambling for gifts on a college budget — meaning somewhere in the
rangcof$5toS20.
Without breaking the bank, here
are some lower priced, yet still highquality ideas.
Many Bowling Green students are
going with the traditional gift card
(for more on gift cards, see the story
on page X).
"Gift cards are great, because then
my family and friends can get things
they may need that I don't know
about." said freshman Samantha
Lopez.
Many great gift cards can be from
a local mall, a favorite store, the grocery store or even a gas card to fill up
the car before the trip home.
Many members of the fraternities
and sororities on campus are heading over to Collegiate Connection to
get some Greek gear lo wear and
show what organization they represent.
Collegiate Connection also carries
unique gifts — not only the products
for the Greek houses on campus,
but Collegiate Connection can also
design custom-made T-shirts, bags
and sweatshirts with Greek letters.
Student Book Exchange on

Wooster Street is currently home to
many products under $20 for family and friends that also support the
University.
They have many T-shirts, blankets
and other items on sale that make
great gifts and stocking stuffers.
"I am going to head over to SBX to
get a Bowling Green blanket for one
of my friends," said freshman George
Morgan. "They have many different
colors and they are only $19.99."
The BGSU Bookstore also has
some great gift ideas as well. There is
a wide variety, from clothing, sporting gear to things for cars, and office
necessities to gift cards.
"The T-shirts are a great buy and
most are under $12.99." Bookstore
associate Megan Oler said.
While it is tough to find presents
for everyone, there are places not
only around Bowling Green, but also
at our computers.
Any student can still find joy in the
simple pleasures like board games,
movies or music. Other great ideas
for smaller budgets can be as simple as venturing out of the city and
heading over to department stores
like Target. Target has many sales
going on throughout the month ol
December, such as electronics, DVDs
and iPod accessories. Target also carries a variety of clothing and other
types of accessories for lwth males
and females that are under $20.

Gadgets, gizmos serve as glorious
holiday gifts for the grateful geek
Editor's Note: Multimedia Editor
Christina McQnnh and Copyeditor
Mike Hays are employees of Best Buy.
Together, they put lite lop gifts any
virtual lover ivould salivate over.
IPod Touch ($199.99)
It may be overdone, but i Pods have
never been cheaper and now they
even come with video cameras.
If you'd like to go more compact
in your digital music player, you can
go with the iPod Nano, Although the
Nanos haven't changed in price, they
now have a built-in video camera and

an FM radio tuner.

Samsung Dual View TL220 Camera
($299.99)
Samsung knows how to market
toward what teens and college students want: Dramatically angled
profile pictures. Now anyone can do
it with Samsung's new Dual View
TI.220. It has a screen on the front ol
the camera so you can take a photo
of yourself while looking at it. The
See TECHY | Page 10
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Contrasting Christmas:
countries celebrate
differently, yet true
meaning still present

Growing up in Africa is not like
watching "Coming to America" or
"The Lion King."
People in Africa actually celebrate
and enjoy Christmas in the same
way Americans do.
Christmas is easily the most popular holiday worldwide because in
societies that are still very community-oriented, this is just another
excuse to bask in the love of family
and friends.
From
slums
in
Sowcto,
Johannesburg to Favelas, Brazil,
people perform and embrace the
gift giving while sharing spirit that is
inherent and central to Christmas.
1 grew up watching retellings of
the nativity story at local churches
and having to endure African renditions of popular Christmas songs
on radio.
Christmas has evolved into this
cash-earning behemoth in many
western nations. In developing
nations, many have little to no
money and lack the money needed
to engage in the full, all-out spectacle that is Christmas in the developed world, such as the United
States.
Christmas is more scaled down,
meek, simple and reserved in poorer countries. A lot of these people

wouldn't mind having an amazing
Christmas with luminating lights
and gracious gifts like here, but can't
afford it.
So what do they do? They compensate the best way they know
how.
Huge meals are prepared and
some parents go out and buy something small to bring some joy into a
little kid's life.
In the more rural, outbound parts
in Africa, people tend to reserve the
day for special gestures of hope and
happiness. Some people slaughter
an animal and engage in a huge
community roast accompanied by
music, singing and dancing. While
it might seem savage, this truly is
festive to the natives.
In southern Africa the term,
"White Christmas" doesn't apply,
because December is like a United
States' summer.
Along with being sunny, the trees
are ripe with assorted range of fruits
and flowers. The air speaks calmly as people celebrate late into the
year.
Schools also close and people hit
the beaches ip South Africa, while
other families that can, travel to the
countryside.
The Christmas Day morning service is central to a lot of families.
Christmasdinnersare performed in
the crisp open air in countries like
SccBBELA
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Well worth the wait: surprises provide
truly special holiday feelings

j

MARISHA
I PIETROWSKI
k COLUMNIST

Gift-giving is a common worry for
everyone.
We worry about what to buy or
make, how much to spend and
where to look for gifts.
Additionally, I believe that another important factor to consider is the
element of surprise. There is nothing like seeing the joy on someone's
face when you give them a heartfelt
and unexpected gift that shows how
much you care about that person. I
can attest to this through personal
experience.
In 1999, The Year of Teen Pop."
Brimey Spears was one of my favorite artists. That Christmas, my aunt

and uncle bought me a doll resembling Spears, which is what I asked
for.
When I looked inside the packaging. I also found a slip of paper acting
as a voucher for tickets to see Spears
in concert that March. I assumed it
was a joke, until my aunt and uncle
reassured me that the tickets would
be arriving in the mail soon.
I've since watched videotape of
this moment and I couldn't begin to
count the number of times I uttered
"no way" in utter shock. My jaw was
nearly on the floor.
I never expected to receive a gift
like that. Did I really just receive
three tickets (since I was only 10,
my parents had to go to the show as
well) to one of the biggest tours in
the country?
While I always received wonderful and heartfelt presents from my

family, never had I received something to that extent. It was my first
concert, and I had to call my best
friend immediately after finding out
because I was so excited. I had to tell
someone about my good fortune.
I didn't appreciate the gift solelv
because 1 knew the tickets were
expensive, but because of the fact
that my aunt and uncle knew that
I would be so shocked by receiving them. They cared enough about
me to buy those tickets and caught
me completely off-guard. While it's
nice to get something that a person
wants, if you can surprisea recipient
with a gift that you think they will
enjoy, it might be worth it.
Since most of us are poor college
students, it probably isn't plausible to
See PIETROWSKI I Page II

"YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
• 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient
VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
OFFICE: 1520 Clough St. (Amhersi Village)

EMAIL: rentals@universityapartments.us

(419)352-0164

www.universityapartmcnts.us
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Zambia and Soulh Africa.
In Ghana, on Africa's wesl coast,
people herald the approach of
( hiisimasbydc< oratingthcirhomes
and churches elaboralely. Christmas
period coincides with the cocoa harvest period, so it's a time of great
prosperity and happiness.
This is important becauseGhana is
the second largest exporter of cocoa
frl the world. In Ghana, Christmas is
celebrated from Decent bet to t hi* first
week of January.
On Christmas Day. people fill up
churches adorned in the best traditional dress .The people later proceed
to their households, where a large traditional Christmas brunch is held.

In
non-Christian
nations,
Christmas is celebrated, but not for
religiousreasons.lnnationslikelndia,
aformerBritishcolonywhich retained
many British traditions after acquiring its independence, Christmas is
somewhat observed. People who
attend missionary schools take part
in nativity plays and sing Christmas
carols. The (Tiristmas tree is replaced
by the mango tree, which is decorated, lor many in India, Christmas
coincides with the winter solstice, a
great time for celebration called the
MakarSankranti.
In Israel, llanukkah (Festival of
the Lights) is celebrated around the
same time as Christmas. In major
nations like China, Christmas isn't
well known because of the small
Christian population. Yet, it is cel-

(NOT) STEALING X-MAS FROM BG

ebrated in major citiesand Christmas
ornaments tend to adorn shopping
malls and streets. Images of Santa
Claus can be seen, but it isn't a major
cause for celebration like it is in
Christian and western nations.
In nations like Japan, the secular
celebration of Christmas is encouraged by commercial interests.
Unique to the Japanese celebration
is the Japanese cream cake often
made with white whipped cream and
strawberries.
In the Philippines, Christmas is
taken very seriously.
Celebrations in the Philippines
have given the country the reputation for having one of the longest
Christmas seasons. It is a largely
Catholic natioti which observes
the holiday for mostly religious rea-

HOMEMADE
From Page 3
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GREEN WITH ENVY: Even The Grinch is in the festive spirit riding a float in downtown Bowling
Green The Grindi is just one person enjoying the annual city holiday parade, which was on Nov. 21.
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It is a "Season of Caring!

her the perfect pair.
I would have saved myself time,
considering the blanket took me
over 30 hours to make, and I would
have gotten her a gift I knew she
wanted. But when she opened the
box containing her blanket, I knew
my hard work had paid off when she
cried out, and although she denies it,
teared up when she saw the blanket
I made her.
1 have just recently gotten onto the
homemade gift bandwagon, but my
sister and aunt have been on board
for years. livery year I can expect
something unique and wonderful
from them. My sister, who makes
hemp jewelry for a living, always
gives beautiful homemade jewelry
to my mother and I while my father
will receive something different like
a scrap book or belt.

SANTA
Christmas 6 the Holidays
We've filled THE FLOWER BASKET with a
wonderful selection of condles, fresh & silk
arrangement plants, wreaths & very special gifts,
...all gentle on your budget.
165 S. Main
Downtown BG
419.352.6395

iflower Basket

From Page 2
crowned King or Queen for the
day.
■ Denmark - In Denmark, a mischievous elf named Nisse plays
pranks on people during the holiday season. Nisse is generally a
kind and helpful elf. but during the
Christmas season he turns into
a jokester. Families in Denmark
leave a bowl of rice pudding

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

sons. Christmas begins Dec. 16 and
is marked on each day by special
masses where people engage in deep
prayer and religious observance.
Christmas Eve is celebrated with
a huge midnight mass and followed
by Noche Buena, a huge Christmas
feast. Christmas officially ends on
the Feast of the Three Kings in the
Philippines. The Feast of the Three
Kings is on December the Bth and is
also known as the Feast of Epiphany.
Christmas is generally a day of
merry making and sharing for many
people around the world. Some
observe it for religious reasons and
others don't. One aspect of the holiday is that it unites all these people,
with an emphasis on using Christmas
as an opportunity to share in a united
spirit of sharing and love.

"Every year I can
expect something
unique and wonderful
from them."
Receiving these gifts are just wonderful, because I know the care with
which someone has made my gifts
and the rime they has placed on
ensuring die beautiful design with
me in mind.
I am not saying you should make
a blanket or necklace for your loved
ones. Those take time and energy to
make, but just doing something simple can carry the same" sentiment.
Take your friends for example. You
are probably pondering whether or
not you have enough money to even
buy them a gift this year. But why
not do this — head to a dollar store
or Goodwill and find a cheap picture

or porridge out for Nisse on
Christmas Eve so he will keep his
jokes within reason.
I Italy - In Italy, children receive
gifts from La Befana. La Befana
is an ugly but kind witch who flies
around on a broomstick, leaving
presents for children who+iave
behaved well throughout the
year. Like in America, naughty
children receive coal. La Befana
delivers her gifts on January 6, or
Epiphany. According to Italian
folklore, the three kings visited

TECHY
From Page 8
price tag reflects the unique camera, as it's one of the most expensive
point-and-shoot cameras on the
market.
HP - Mini Netbook with Intel
Atom Processor ($369.99)
One of the latest pieces of technology toenterthe computing world
is the mini computer, known as the
netbook. Theyareroughlythesizeof
a hardcover book, if you are an avid
web surfer, this may be the gift for
you. This netbook comes equipped
with HP's Mobile Broadband and
Ciobi Global Internet Technology to
provide easy access to the web.

frame. It can be as bland or decorative as you would like, that choice is
yours. Then take that picture frame
and decorate it. Buy some cheap
stickers or print out some pictures
from your computer and personalize your gift. Next, find that perfect
picture and put it in the frame and
you are done. Wrap it up and you're
good to go.
Or if you feel ambitious, go beyond
the simple frame and make a scrapbook for your friend. It doesn't have
to be perfect nor does it have to cost
a lot of money. Hand writing famous
quotes from your friendship, printing pictures and buying stickers is
just another cheap way to make the
perfect gift.
So this holiday season, surprise
your friends and family with something different. Take a few moments
and make a handmade gift. There
are endless possibilities to choose
from and all it takes is a linle effort
on your part.

La Befana to ask for directions to
Jesus Christ when he was born,
but she was busy deaning so she
did not answer. When she finished cleaning. La Befana realized
her mistake, but by then it was
too late and the kings had gone.
So, now she flies around giving
gifts to children in hopes that the
Christ child will receive them.

Source: Christmas World, www
worldofchristmas.net
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PIETROWSKI
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purchase concert tickets for someone else lo enjoy. However, through
personal experience, I've also learned
that a great way to ensure a wonderful gift giving experience is to play the
flustered shopper card.
About 10 years ago, the main
item on my Christmas list was the
Barbie Volkswagen Beetle Car, which
allowed for Barbie to travel in style
in one of the most-desired cars of
the time
My parents knew I wanted this
for Christmas, and apparently, so

did every other girl in the area. My
parents and I went to every single
department and toy store within a
45-mile radius.
Never once did 1 see the car in
stores so I knew it was going to be an
impossible find. I understood they
tried hard, and I was content with
receiving a rain check for it.
Imagine my surprise when I
opened my presents on Christmas
only to find a yellow Beetle that
Barbie would be shortly driving,
which, according to my mother,
she had bought very close to Black
Friday.
I had mentally prepared myself
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"As someone who has surprised by gifts before,
it's a fantastic moment to realize that you've
gotten something you never
would have expected."
not to receive the car and so it was
quite a joyous surprise to have it sitting under the tree.
So, if you're looking for that hard to
find gift for someone, try and mentally prepare them for a possible disappointment as my parents did.
Then, if you get lucky and find that
item, imagine the surprise that person will have if they realize your hard

work paid off and that you gave them
that gift they wanted after all.
I was happy my parents tried to
find the car for me, and even if I did
end up with a rain check or a substitute gift, I would'vc appreciated their
efforts and their love for me.
The receiver of your gift should feel
the same way: grateful that someone cares enough about them to go

through the hassle of finding the gift
no matter the outcome.
But if you Call deliver on their gift
request when they think you won't be
able to, that's another gift in itself.
So, whether the person on your
list is looking for something specific or not and whether or not your
gift small or large scale, I believe it's
important to find something that will
catch the receiver off-guard.
As someone who has been surprised by gifts before, it's a fantastic ,
moment to realize that you've gotten something you never would have
expected, and if possible, try and create those moments this season.
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celebrating a collaboration
of the arts

KING OF HOU-POP: W„h his brothers.
Michael Jackson has holiday spirit on the album.

MUSIC
From Page 6
allows the listener to experience a night
wherca baby was just bom in a manger.
8. FaD Out Boy "Yule Shoot Your Eye
Out" (2009)
What would the playlist be without a little emo pumped into it? 1^
Out Boy's song may start with bells
and funky acoustic guitar, but the lyrics cover everything from awkward
silences, crying yourself to sleep,
"Dont come home for Christmas,"
and "Merry Christmas, I could care
less." It's the song for people less than
enthused for the holiday season.
Bonus stocking sniffer:
For a little extra gift, pick up lackson
5'snewry released "UltirnateChristrnas
Collection."
With the passing of Michael lackson,
it makes it that much more special
to hear the "King Of Pop" bring cheer
into the household this season.
The album offers the band of brothers putting their spin on"Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas," "Santa
Claus Is Coming To Town," "Frosty The
Snowman," "Rudolf The Red-Nose
Reindeer" and "I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus."

BGSU.

sales
exhibits
performances
demonstrations A

6-10 pm
BGSU Fine Arts Center

\

of theatre and film . school of art . college of musical arts
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